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Abstract 
Attentional modulation of neuronal activity in sensory cortex could alter 

perception by enhancing the local representation of attended stimuli or its behavioral 

read-out downstream. We tested these hypotheses using a task in which mice are cued 

on interleaved trials to attend visual or auditory targets. Neurons in primary visual 

cortex (V1) that encode task stimuli have larger visually-evoked responses when 

attention is directed toward vision. To determine whether the attention-dependent 

changes in V1 reflect changes in representation or read-out, we decoded task stimuli and 

choices from population activity. Surprisingly, both visual and auditory choices can be 

decoded from V1, but decoding takes advantage of unique activity patterns across 

modalities. Furthermore, decoding of choices, but not stimuli, is impaired when 

attention is directed toward the opposite modality. The specific effect on choice suggests 

behavioral improvements with attention are largely due to targeted read-out of the most 

informative V1 neurons.  
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1. Introduction  
The world bombards us with more sensory information than we need or can 

even use to complete our goals. Engagement of various cognitive processes can improve 

perception of that information, in a task-dependent manner. One important cognitive 

strategy, attention, improves perception by prioritizing specific sensory information at 

the expense of other sensory information. How does the brain accomplish this 

prioritization? Decades of research in humans and other primates demonstrate strong 

neural correlates of attention in early stages of sensory processing. This suggests that 

attention changes how sensory information is encoded in the brain. However, how 

changes in sensory neuron activity are used by the animal during behavior is an open 

question in the field.  

Goal-directed attention has been shown to change perception and neuronal 

activity in all sensory systems (Carrasco, 2011; Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2016; Grabenhorst 

and Rolls, 2008; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012; Zelano et al., 2005). The body of my 

dissertation work investigates the influence of attention on visual processing in mouse 

primary visual cortex (V1). The vast majority of the supporting literature for this work 

has been performed in primates throughout the visual system.  In this introduction I will 

review this literature under the assumption that the interaction between visual 

processing and behavior is translatable between mice and primates (Glickfeld et al., 

2014). First, I will provide an overview of how visual stimulus representations are 
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computed in the visual system. I will then review the behavioral effects of attention, 

previous findings in the neural correlates of visual attention at the single neuron and 

population levels, and finally, link this to my approach to understand how visual 

cortical information is used by the animal as attention flexibly changes from moment to 

moment.  

1.1 Primary visual cortex: representation and read-out of visual 
stimuli 

Perceiving and interpreting a complex visual scene is a difficult problem for the 

brain to solve and V1 is an important node in parsing this diverse information. The task 

of interpreting visual scenes is partially accomplished by the parallel processing of 

specific visual features such as stimulus size, orientation, motion, and position in V1 

(Garrett et al., 2014; Gattass et al., 2005; Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Niell and Stryker, 2008; 

Reid et al., 1991).  Local computations refine these tuning properties and distribute 

diverse visual information to many secondary visual, motor, and cognitive areas (Figure 

1 (Glickfeld and Olsen, 2017; Nassi and Callaway, 2009)). V1 also receives a tremendous 

amount of input from non-visual brain regions that are likely important for flexible 

processing of visual information in specific behavioral contexts (Figure 1 (Gilbert and Li, 

2013; Zhang et al., 2014)). Thus, V1 is in a prime position to both accurately represent 

visual stimuli and prepare stimulus representation for use in perception of that 

information. Understanding how feedforward sensory information interacts with 

feedback information will be key to understanding how visual cortical activity is used 
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for perception. In this section I will review feedforward and feedback influences on V1 

activity in more detail and how they come together to encode visual stimuli.  

 

Figure 1: V1 is an important node of visual processing.  A schematic of the 
interaction between feedforward (FF) visual information and feedback (FB) contextual 
information in V1.  FF (light blue) visual information from the LGN is transformed by 
V1 and distributed to secondary (higher) cortical and subcortical regions for further 

processing or decision making (read-out, dark blue). Other visual and non-visual FB to 
V1 modulates that activity (modulatory, orange). LGN: lateral geniculate nucleus; BF: 

basal forebrain; SC: superior colliculus; BG: basal ganglia. 

1.1.1 Shaping of V1 neuron receptive fields, the building block of 
stimulus representation 

The first step in understanding the representation of visual stimuli in V1 is to 

understand the receptive field properties of V1 neurons and how they are built. A 

receptive field is the specific spatial and temporal properties of visual stimulus space 

that reliably drive a neuron to fire. Patterns of light transduced at the retina are 
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systematically transformed as information is routed through the retinal circuitry and the 

lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus (LGN) on its way to V1. Thalamo-cortical 

projection neurons from LGN to V1 primarily have center-surround spatial receptive 

fields and high-pass temporal receptive fields (Ghodrati et al., 2017). Patterning of these 

feedforward projections onto V1 neurons is thought to shape V1 receptive fields into 

specific filters for more complex visual features (Priebe, 2016). On a macro-scale, relative 

representation of nearby visual positions is maintained in a retinotopic mapping 

throughout visual cortex (Kalatsky and Stryker, 2003; Thomson and Lamy, 2007). Within 

individual V1 neurons, receptive fields are sensitive to particular features such as 

orientation, direction, and size at that appear in their preferred location (Livingstone and 

Conway, 2003; Mazer et al., 2002; Vermaercke et al., 2015). These single-cell 

representations are the building blocks of the representation of the visual scene.  

Local computations within V1 significantly impact the shaping of V1 neuron 

receptive fields. For instance, V1 neurons with similar receptive fields are more strongly 

interconnected. Several studies from Mrsic-Flogel and colleagues have demonstrated 

that layer 2/3 V1 neurons with correlated receptive fields have stronger excitatory 

synaptic connections with each other (Cossell et al., 2015; Ko et al., 2011, 2013; see also 

Lee et al., 2016). This connectivity organization may serve to amplify representation of 

specific features within V1 populations. Notably however, others have demonstrated 

evidence for competition between these subnetworks for stimulus representation 
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(Chettih and Harvey, 2019). Thus, local computations of visual features within V1 may 

support efficient encoding of the visual scene (Chalk et al., 2018; Olshausen and Field, 

2004). The structure of the highly-interconnected network of V1 not only shapes the 

representation of visual stimuli, but also provides a substrate for that representation to 

be isolated for certain behavioral contexts that can modulate that information.  

Response properties and tuning of V1 neurons are further shaped by local 

inhibition. V1 is made up of excitatory output neurons and local inhibitory interneurons. 

In fact, despite inhibitory interneurons only making up approximately 20% of cortical 

neurons, they can have an equally-strong or greater effect on other V1 neurons as 

feedforward excitatory input (Haider et al., 2013). Inhibitory neurons can be further 

classified into a wide variety of genetically- and functionally-defined subtypes. For 

instance, parvalbumin-expressing (PV+) cortical neurons tend to be fast-spiking with a 

signature narrow spike waveform (Barthó et al., 2004), which has been leveraged to 

identify local circuit mechanisms of primate visual cortex (Callaway, 2004). Most cortical 

interneurons can also be grouped into three nonoverlapping genetically defined cell 

types: PV+, somatostatin-expressing (SOM+), and serotonin receptor type 3a-expressing 

(Htr3a+) (Rudy et al., 2011; Taniguchi et al., 2011). These three types have differential 

action on excitatory neurons in visual cortex, and therefore its output (Figure 2 (Harris 

and Mrsic-Flogel, 2013)). PV+ neurons primarily target the soma of excitatory neurons  

and, with their precise temporal precision and high firing rate, are a strong break on 
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their output (Atallah et al., 2012; Olsen et al., 2012; Pfeffer et al., 2013). PV+ neurons 

receive a lot of feedforward and recurrent input, and thus sharpen visual stimulus 

responses (Cruikshank et al., 2007). Conversely, SOM+ neurons tend to target the 

dendrites of pyramidal neurons and may mediate the encoding of visual information 

through direct and indirect input from non-visual sources (Figure 2 (Makino and 

Komiyama, 2015; Yavorska and Wehr, 2016)). Furthermore, vasoactive intestinal 

peptide-expressing (VIP+) neurons, a subtype of Htr3a+ neurons, preferentially target 

SOM+ interneurons, thus, disinhibiting excitatory neurons (Pfeffer et al., 2013). 

Importantly, VIP+ neurons receive primarily non-visual, modulatory input (Figure 2). 

Thus, not only does inhibition shape the receptive fields of V1 neurons, it may also 

provide a substrate for modifications of activity by behavioral state. 

 

Figure 2: Local excitatory-inhibitory circuitry in V1.  Sensory signals enter the 
cortex and excite excitatory pyramidal cells (Pyr) which in turn excite PV, SST, and VIP 
expressing interneurons, generating strong recurrent inhibition. Non-visual signals are 

conveyed to the cortex inputs that excite VIP expressing interneurons and in turn inhibit 
SST interneurons, thereby decreasing feedback inhibition onto Pyr. Closed circles: 

excitatory synapses; open circles: inhibitory synapses. This figure was adapted from 
Wilson and Glickfeld, 2014. 
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One of the most iconic properties of V1 neurons’ receptive fields is orientation 

tuning, which serves as a good example for how visual receptive fields are built from the 

complex set of inputs and local connectivity of V1. Most V1 neurons exhibit a preference 

for the orientation of edges within their receptive field (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Priebe, 

2016). Hubel and Wiesel first proposed that orientation tuning could be derived from 

patterns of spatially-offset un-tuned excitation from LGN to V1 relay cells (Hubel and 

Wiesel, 1962), which has since been supported by others (Ferster et al., 1996; Lien and 

Scanziani, 2013).  Recurrent connectivity among V1 neurons further shapes orientation 

tuning through amplification of common stimulus preferences (Muir et al., 2017; 

Shushruth et al., 2012). Local inhibition shapes tuning as well by sharpening the 

selectivity of neurons for their preferred orientation (Li et al., 2015) and mediating 

interactions between stimulus features (Crook et al., 1998; Priebe and Ferster, 2006). Due 

to orientation’s pervasive representation in visual cortex and relatively well understood 

receptive field, orientation is a useful feature for probing the intersection of stimulus 

representation and behavior. 

1.1.2 Stimulus representation in populations of visual cortical 
neurons 

Ongoing activity in visual cortex is high dimensional and can encode a large 

amount of sensory and behavioral information (Minderer et al., 2019; Stringer et al., 

2019a). Single-neuron analysis and averaging approaches may otherwise occlude 

representation of certain task parameters, especially if that information is sparse 
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(Sapountzis and Gregoriou, 2018). Population level analyses can take multiple 

dimensions of information into account and can reveal novel mechanisms of behavioral 

processing during visual tasks.  

The simplest population level analysis is to measure how the activity of pairs of 

neurons is coordinated across sensory and behavioral state changes. Correlations 

between pairs of neurons are a way to measure the covariation in a population. 

Specifically, noise correlations (also known as spike-count correlations), are a measure of 

the shared variability among neuronal responses. Noise correlation is a measure of how 

much the variability around the mean firing rate of one neuron is correlated with the 

variability of another neuron around its own mean firing rate. This type of correlation 

can give some insight into the functional architecture of a local population. Experimental 

and theoretical work suggests that noise correlations may result from common inputs, 

correlated inputs, the structure of recurrent activity, or the biophysical properties of a 

neurons (Bondy et al., 2018; Doiron et al., 2016; Zohary et al., 1994).  

Despite the range of mechanistic sources of noise correlations, dynamic changes 

shared among V1 neurons between behavioral conditions an give some insight into how 

sensory neural networks function. For example, Cohen and Newsome recorded activity 

in pairs of neurons in a visual cortex to investigate how noise correlations change with 

behavioral goals, and how that relates to the tuning properties of those neurons (Cohen 

and Newsome, 2008). Monkeys were cued to decide whether the apparent motion of a 
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visual stimulus was up versus down, or left versus right. They found that patterns of 

correlated activity changed, depending on whether the tuning of the neuron pair was 

along the motion axis of the cued decision it had to make, despite the exact same visual 

stimulus. This result demonstrates that non-visual input modulates coordinated activity 

in visual cortex. More importantly, it suggests that the specific organization of visual 

cortical population activity is important for driving decision making.  

Larger ensembles of neurons can represent properties of the world or internal 

brain state that are not possible to represent at the level of single or pairs of neurons 

(Rigotti et al., 2013; Stringer et al., 2019b). Neural network models that incorporate the 

high interconnectivity of neurons can bring us closer to understanding how populations 

of neurons come together to represent the current environment and set of behavioral 

goals (Yuste, 2015). In complex behavioral conditions, cortical neurons often exhibit 

mixed selectivity for sensory or behavioral aspects of a task or environment (Mante et 

al., 2013; Meister et al., 2013; Raposo et al., 2014). That is, they are tuned to multiple 

parameters within the task and that tuning may depend on the task context. In cortical 

regions where populations of neurons have mixed-selectivity for task features across 

behavioral conditions, it is only possible for those features to be read-out when many 

neurons are considered together (Fusi et al., 2016). For example, the majority of 

prefrontal cortical neurons flexibly represent a wide variety of task parameters (task 

rules, sensory cues, etc.) that must change as the behavioral context changes. Several 
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studies have shown that those task features can be represented by linear combinations of 

the activity of those neurons (Mante et al., 2013; Raposo et al., 2014; Rigotti et al., 2013). 

The complexity of stimulus representation in primary sensory regions suggests that 

understanding the representation of sensory stimuli will require consideration of the 

activity of neurons relative to one another. For instance, in V1, a model that incorporates 

the correlation structure of the population more accurately predicts stimulus identity 

(Graf et al., 2011). Given that V1 and other primary sensory regions are complexly 

modulated by behavioral state changes (Fu et al., 2014; Keller et al., 2012; Vinck et al., 

2015), the representation of stimuli in the awake behaving animal may also require 

mixed-selectivity within visual cortical neurons and population-level representation of 

task parameters in addition to visual stimuli.  

1.1.3 Modulation of V1 activity by non-sensory feedback  

V1 receives higher-order and other non-visual information in addition to 

feedforward visual information through several feedback and modulatory channels 

(Figure 1). In fact, the number of feedback inputs into V1 actually outnumbers 

feedforward inputs (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Gilbert and Li, 2013; Muckli and 

Petro, 2013). For one, higher visual cortical areas project back onto V1 neurons and 

further shape tuning and interactions between visual features (Marques et al., 2018; 

Nurminen et al., 2018; Roth et al., 2016). Subcortical visual areas, such as higher order 

thalamus, instead mediate cognitive modulation of visual cortex, such as attention and 
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task-cueing (Ahrens et al., 2014; Halassa and Kastner, 2017; Zhou et al., 2016). Finally, 

non-visual (or at least not specifically visual) cortical and subcortical brain regions also 

project to V1, driving changes in activity due to behavioral and non-visual variables 

such as reward, arousal, locomotion, and other sensory information (Vetter et al., 2014). 

Thus, activity in visual cortex, and further, the perception of visual stimuli, is highly 

dependent upon the behavioral state of the animal. Together, this feedback is likely 

important for putting visual information into sensory or behavioral context and 

supporting learning. 

Notably, much of the feedback onto visual cortical neurons interacts through 

inhibitory circuitry. Changing the balance of excitation and inhibition in visual cortex 

has been suggested to be a straightforward strategy for the brain to modulate its output 

(Ruff et al., 2018). For example, locomotion has been shown to increase responses of 

visual cortical neurons to visual stimuli (Ayaz et al., 2013; Niell and Stryker, 2010; Polack 

et al., 2013). Fu et al demonstrated that the increase in activity was due to activation of a 

disinhibitory microcircuit in V1, where locomotor input drives the activation of VIP+ 

interneurons that inhibits an inhibitory break on excitatory V1 neurons (Figure 2 (Fu et 

al., 2014)). Another group demonstrated that activation of prefrontal cortical axons 

improved visual discrimination by acting on a similar disinhibition circuit (Zhang et al., 

2014). Thus, better understanding of how V1 inhibitory neurons are involved in sensory 
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representations and incorporation of non-visual signals will likely be a key to 

understanding how encoding of a visual scene changes with behavioral context. 

1.1.4 Read-out of V1 activity 

One broad goal of systems neuroscience is to understand the link between 

sensory-driven neuronal activity and perception of those stimuli. The output of V1 is 

diverse (Figure 1), but understanding how visual information is processed outside of 

visual cortex will improve our understanding of how that information is read-out and 

used to make decisions. V1 neurons pass visual information to several secondary cortical 

areas (higher visual areas, HVAs), as well as visual and non-visual subcortical regions 

like the superior colliculus and the basal ganglia (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Han et 

al., 2018; Nassi and Callaway, 2009; Oh et al., 2014; Zingg et al., 2014). These 

downstream targets have functions related to various aspects of higher-order processing 

of visual features and visually-guided behavior (Livingstone and Hubel, 1983; Movshon 

and Newsome, 1996). In fact, V1 neurons tend to project to targets that match their 

functional properties (Glickfeld et al., 2013a). Engagement of specific long-range V1 

circuitry is likely important for performance in perceptual tasks and encoding of visual 

stimuli. 

A common approach to link sensory neuron activity to behavior is to see how 

well sensory or behavioral information can be predicted from the activity of populations 

of sensory neurons. To do this, the pattern of neuronal activity from trial to trial is used 
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to model the relationship of neurons to the visual stimulus or the animal’s behavior. If a 

pattern is successfully identified, this model can then be used to decode new 

information that was not included in the formation of the model. How well the 

computational decoder of neural activity compares to the actual decoder of that activity 

(the subject’s behavior) yields information about how neuronal activity can be used to 

perform perceptual tasks (Seidemann and Geisler, 2018). Most tasks that probe visual 

perception involve decisions among two choices – a discrimination between two stimuli 

or the detection of a target stimulus relative to a baseline distractor stimulus. In these 

tasks, simple linear decoders of visual cortical activity are relatively accurate predictors 

of subjects’ behavior (Histed and Maunsell, 2014) or the categorical identification of the 

stimulus itself (Berens et al., 2012; Graf et al., 2011; Jin et al., 2019).  

Linear models of neuronal population activity offer several advantages. For one, 

linear models do not need to be explicitly tied to the tuning properties of the neurons 

and can thus be applied without full measurement of them (Hung et al., 2005). 

Furthermore, linear models easily incorporate methods of dimensionality reduction and 

thus complications that arise from limited trial numbers (as is usually the case for 

behavioral studies) and many parameters can sometimes be overcome (Tanabe, 2013). 

Finally, decoding from a given population of neurons can be evaluated across multiple 

behavioral states, and the changes in accuracy and neuronal weights across those states 

can be informative for how sensory cortical information is used by the subject (Ni et al., 
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2018; Yan et al., 2014). Therefore, although it is likely that the read-out of visual 

information is more complicated than a linear model can account for, linear models are 

useful tools to understand the relationship of population activity to behavior. 

1.2 Perceptual effects of visual attention 

In a complex environment with competing incentives, animals must quickly 

integrate sensory stimuli and flexibly act in a way that depends on current goals. 

Attention is the cognitive process by which these stimuli can be filtered by current 

importance. There are several major forms of attention, each with its own distinct 

regulatory network of brain regions and interactions with sensory processing (Petersen 

and Posner, 2012). Two types of attention are specifically involved in the prioritization 

of specific sensory information. Exogenously-guided attention is the automatic biasing 

of perception towards more salient stimuli (e.g. looking towards a sudden flash of light). 

On the other hand, endogenously-guided attention is a goal-directed prioritization of 

specific sensory information (e.g. looking through the bowl for the red Skittles because 

they’re your favorite flavor). Here, I will focus on reviewing goal-directed attention 

toward stimuli, and refer to this type simply as “attention” unless otherwise specified.  

Goal-directed attention toward visual stimuli can improve several aspects of 

perception. In the laboratory, perception of a stimulus is commonly tested with pared-

down stimuli, such as oriented gratings, in order to isolate specific features of the visual 

scene and later examine how the tuning properties of neurons relate to the perception of 
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those features. In this experimentally controlled setting, perception can be quantified 

with factors such as the probability of reporting a target stimulus of a stimulus (the hit-

rate), the probability of incorrectly reporting distractor stimuli as targets (the false-alarm 

rate), or the reaction time for reporting the target. These measures can be applied to 

unified models of behavior, such as signal detection theory, where hit-rates and false-

alarm rates can be used to infer the relationship of behavior to the separability the 

representation of a target stimulus relative to noise (Green and Swets, 1966). In an 

attempt to maximize the reward allotted in a training session, subjects may modulate the 

separability of their representation of a target stimulus relative to distractor stimuli by 

changing either their sensitivity for detecting a particular target or biasing their criterion 

for whether or not they report that target. In a balanced task the highest performance 

will be when selectivity and criterion are optimized, though subjects can be incentivized 

to bias either (Luo and Maunsell, 2015; Müller and Findlay, 1987). Thus, it is important 

to consider how an experimental task’s design may influence the subject’s strategy for 

maximizing reward. 

Attention can be broken down further by the aspect of the visual scene that is 

prioritized. By far, the most commonly studied type of visual attention is spatial 

attention – attention toward a region of space. These studies often use a variation of a 

classic cueing paradigm where subjects are either told where to expect a target stimulus 

to appear or incentivized to prioritize that region of space (Posner et al., 1980). Improved 
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performance for tasks in the attended region is accomplished by enhancing the stimulus 

representation within the attended region of space. For instance, subjects report a 

greater perceived contrast of a visual stimulus in a cued location, even when the task 

does not require accurate report of contrast (Carrasco et al., 2004; Störmer et al., 2009). 

Attention toward non-spatial visual features may require closely-related neural 

mechanisms to deploy attentional prioritization of certain targets (Li et al., 2004; 

Maunsell and Treue, 2006). However, attention toward certain components of the visual 

scene, such as orientation, color, or direction of motion, improves hit-rate across spatial 

locations (Liu and Hou, 2011; Rossi and Paradiso, 1995; White and Carrasco, 2011). Still, 

like spatial attention, feature-based attention changes the perception of attended 

features. Studies investigating after-effect illusions demonstrate stronger illusions for 

attended versus unattended features such as orientation and direction of motion (Alais 

and Blake, 1999; Spivey and Spirn, 2000).  

Attention to visual objects can also be deployed more generally between vision 

and other modalities (Driver and Spence, 1998). For instance, you are less influenced by 

normally salient sounds while engaged in reading a book. While the psychophysical 

effects of cross-modal attention have been less extensively studied than within-modality 

selective attention, studies have shown that cueing of modality-specific targets can 

improve discrimination and reaction time (Kreutzfeldt et al., 2016; Mehta et al., 2000a, 

2000b; Melcher et al., 2015). Furthermore, cross-modal attention shifts the spatial focus to 
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a common spatial location or is spread across space, suggesting that it may share some 

common neuronal mechanisms with visual feature and spatial attention (Driver and 

Spence, 1998).  

The major hypothesis for how the brain accomplishes this perceptual bias is a 

“biased competition” for limited physiological resources, where the brain preferentially 

enhances the activity of neurons and brain regions that encode attended stimuli 

(Desimone and Duncan, 1995), though this has not be clearly experimentally 

demonstrated. On one hand, psychophysical evidence that attention increases the 

perceived contrast of stimuli suggests that attention may improve the representation of 

visual stimuli. Furthermore, recent psychophysical and neurophysiological studies of 

feature attention suggest that it is more optimal to improve that representation of target 

stimuli at the expense of distractors (Navalpakkam and Itti, 2007; Zirnsak and Hamker, 

2010). However, other research shows that attention may instead optimize read-out of 

visual information that is in line with the current behavioral goals. In one study, 

researchers asked subjects to allocate attention in to a region of space to perform an easy 

orientation discrimination and then tested whether attention was specific to the 

representation of these orthogonal orientations with trials that had a finer orientation 

discrimination (and thus would rely on the representation of different pools of neurons 

(Scolari and Serences, 2009)). They found that spatial attention improved both types of 

discrimination, suggesting that attention improved the performance of the specific task 
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parameters rather than an increase in the activity of specific pools of neurons. Thus, 

whether attentional bias changes the representation of the visual scene or the 

interpretation of it is still an open question that is more readily answered by 

physiological research. 

1.3 Neural correlates of visual attention  

As reviewed in Chapter 1.2, attention improves the perception of visual stimuli. 

For example, consider a task in which the goal is to identify horizontally oriented target 

stimuli among vertically oriented distractor stimuli. When attention is allocated toward 

the target stimulus, the observer perceives an improved representation of that stimulus 

(Figure 3a).  As reviewed in Chapter 1.1, activity in visual cortex builds a representation 

of visual features such as orientation that the subject can use for perceptual decisions. 

How does the allocation of visual attention contribute to these decisions? One possibility 

is to modulate the representation of the attended features such that there is an 

improvement in the signal from neurons that encode the attended feature that will be 

used then be used more effectively by the downstream decoder of that information 

(Figure 3b). Conversely, attention may instead alter how visual information is used by 

the subject to make a decision, by improving the communication between the sensory 

area and the decision area or by switching between decoders that can be used to make 

decisions (Figure 3c-e). In this section I will review how attention modulates the activity 
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in visual cortex and explain how this relates to hypotheses of representation or read-out 

changes. 

 

Figure 3: Attention may alter representation or read-out of visual stimulus 
information. (a) Schematic of improvement in perception of target stimuli with attention 
in a discrimination task. (b-e) Hypotheses for how attention may alter the neural code to 
improve perception of a visual stimulus with attention toward that target stimulus. (b) 

Attention may alter the representation of the target stimulus (RT) which will improve its 
discrimination from distractors (RD) by the downstream decoder of visual activity. (c-e) 
Attention may change the read-out of visual information by improving the interaction 
between the representation (R) and the decoder/discrimination (D) in several ways. (c) 

Attention may improve the synaptic transmission specifically for attended target 
representation. (d) Attention may improve the decoder for the attended visual features. 

(e) Attention may change the representation such that it better drives the attended 
downstream decoder. 
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1.3.1 Attentional changes in representation of visual information 

The major hypothesis for how attentional modulation of visual cortex supports 

perception is through the manipulation of computations within visual cortex that make 

up the representation of sensory objects – improving the signal from neurons that 

encode attended aspects of the environment and degrading the signal from neurons that 

encode unattended aspects. Modulating the processing of sensory information early in 

the transduction of sensory signals into decisions could optimize the brain’s resources 

needed for achieving goals. In the visual system, changes in attention are correlated with 

changes in the activity of neurons throughout the feedforward visual pathway, even at 

very early stages (Maunsell, 2015). These attentional changes could reflect an 

improvement of the neural signal that is driven by a visual stimulus, and thus, 

representation of that visual stimulus (Figure 3a). 

In humans, fMRI and EEG studies demonstrate that activity in visual cortex is 

increased when vision is attended over other modalities (Mehta et al., 2000a, 2000b; 

Zuanazzi and Noppeney, 2019). In human studies of spatial attention, retinotopically 

specific increases in visual cortical activity throughout visual cortical areas (including 

V1) suggest that attention improves the signal from neurons that represent attended 

aspects of the visual environment (Klein et al., 2014; Vo et al., 2017). However, most 

neural recording techniques used in human research are limited in their interpretation, 

as the signal measured with fMRI or EEG is the summed activity of many neurons. In 
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order to fully understand how attentional changes in visual cortical activity impact the 

perception of stimuli, cellular-resolution recording methods are needed. This way we 

can understand how the functional properties and interactions between neurons 

contribute to perceptual decisions. 

Non-human primates have been an important model for the study of visual 

attention as they can learn complex cognitive tasks and have a remarkably similar visual 

system to humans. Electrophysiological studies in non-human primates that parallel 

human attention paradigms have provided more specific insights into how attention 

modulates encoding of visual information.  

Single neuron electrophysiological recordings in monkey visual cortex 

demonstrate that attention modulates the firing rate, variability, and latency of visual 

cortical neurons. When attention is directed toward a visual stimulus that lies within the 

spatial or featural receptive field of a neuron, that neuron’s response to stimulation 

tends to be larger, more reliable, and faster (Galashan et al., 2013; Maunsell, 2015; 

Mcadams and Maunsell, 2000; Mitchell et al., 2007; Sundberg et al., 2012). Changes in the 

spiking properties of visual cortical neurons may underlie changes in encoding of visual 

stimuli. Indeed, an increase of the average firing rate of neurons that encode a stimulus 

could improve the signal to noise of the representation of that stimulus (McAdams and 

Maunsell, 1999b), whereas a reduction in the variance and latency of spiking could 

improve reaction time (Galashan et al., 2013). An increase in the visually-evoked firing 
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and reliability of neurons that encode the attended target could improve the relative 

signal of the target relative to the signal from distractor encoding neurons (Figure 3b), 

thus improving the representation of visual stimuli in visual cortex.  

Although average changes in neuronal responses across attentional conditions 

can give clues as to how changes sensory encoding change with attention, it is unclear 

how this average activity directly relates to behavior on a trial-by-trial basis. There is 

some evidence however, that the variability of cortical activity is related to performance 

in attention tasks. For one, more difficult tasks demand more attention to a visual 

stimulus and subsequently demonstrate a greater magnitude of attentional modulation 

in visual cortical neurons (Boudreau et al., 2006). Additionally, attentional changes in the 

latency of neurons’ responses to visual stimuli are correlated with reaction time, 

demonstrating that the timing of visual information in cortex is related to the behavioral 

output of the animal (Galashan et al., 2013). Thus, changes in attentional state are at least 

tightly linked to fluctuations in visual cortical neuronal activity and behavior. 

How attention changes a neuron’s response properties depends on the 

parameters of the task. For a simple stimulus within the receptive field of a neuron, 

spatial attention induces a gain change in the responses of neurons. That is, a neuron’s 

responses across a particular tuning axis are multiplicatively scaled as attention is 

directed toward its receptive field. In visual cortical areas V4 and V1, attentionally-

modulated neurons have proportionally greater firing rates at their preferred orientation 
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compared to other non-preferred orientations (McAdams and Maunsell, 1999a). This 

change in the gain of the response of V4 neurons does not change their orientation 

selectivity, but does improve how well individual neurons can discriminate between 

orientations (McAdams and Maunsell, 1999b). Thus, an attentional gain change can 

improve the signal from task-relevant neurons. Attentionally-driven gain changes are 

also apparent across contrasts and direction of motion in other spatial attention 

paradigms (Lee and Maunsell, 2010; Treue and Martínez Trujillo, 1999). However, in 

more complex spatial attention paradigms, such as when a monkey must direct attention 

to one of two stimuli within the receptive field of a neuron, attentional modulation 

cannot be explained by a gain change (Lee and Maunsell, 2010; Moran and Desimone, 

1985). Furthermore, attention to stimulus features may instead change the tuning of 

visual cortical neurons, especially in tasks with more complex or naturalistic stimuli 

(David et al., 2008; Hembrook-Short et al., 2017; Li et al., 2004). Differences in neuronal 

modulation across goal-directed attention paradigms make it difficult to identify a 

common mechanism despite the identification of common sources of attentional 

modulation (Moore and Zirnsak, 2017). However, one study showed that differences in 

feature and spatial attention could be attributed to differences in normalization 

computations in the spatial, but not feature domain, which could arise from local 

computations rather than top-down specificity (Ni and Maunsell, 2019). Thus, in order 
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to interpret attentional modulation of visual cortical neuron responses it may be 

important to consider how neurons work together to compute a given stimulus. 

 Attention modulates noise correlations even more strongly than individual 

neuron responses (Cohen and Maunsell, 2009; Mitchell et al., 2009). Attention toward a 

visual stimulus within the receptive field of a population of visual cortical neurons 

reduces interneuronal correlations on average (Cohen and Kohn, 2011; Cohen and 

Maunsell, 2009). How this changes visual stimulus encoding is complicated (Kohn et al., 

2016). Whether the noise correlation between a given pair of neurons goes up or down 

may depend on the relationship of two neurons to each other. For instance, neurons 

with similar orientation tuning  tend to decrease their noise correlation with attention 

whereas neurons with dissimilar tuning tend to increase their noise correlation (Ruff 

and Cohen, 2014). This may support an improvement of visual stimulus encoding by 

allowing noise to be subtracted out from the population by comparing the activity across 

pools of neurons that differentially encode a stimulus (Ruff et al., 2018). However, the 

impact that interneuronal correlations have on the representation of a visual stimulus 

may be minimal if the decoder of visual cortical information is high dimensional, which 

is likely given the diversity of visual stimuli it needs to represent (Moreno-Bote et al., 

2014). 

The linear decoding of visual information across behavioral conditions can give 

information about how small changes in individual neuron activity may contribute to 
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information encoding and decision making (Jurjut et al., 2017). In fact, the impact of 

individual neurons or pairs of neurons have on the downstream decoder may matter 

very little in comparison to correlated fluctuations of activity across the population 

(Kohn et al., 2016; Sapountzis and Gregoriou, 2018). For example, using linear decoding 

methods groups have shown that spatial attention modulates which neurons across 

retinotopically organized visual cortex best represent a visual stimulus or how well an 

object identity can be determined from IT cortex (Esghaei and Daliri, 2014; Zhang et al., 

2011). Analyses that take into account how the pattern of activity across a population of 

neurons changes from trial to trial may better capture the neuronal mechanisms that 

support the behavioral changes in perception with attention (Sapountzis and Gregoriou, 

2018).  

1.3.2 Attentional changes in read-out of visual information 

Attentional changes in visual cortical neuron activity may not only reflect 

changes in the representation of a visual stimulus. If the decoder of visual information is 

simply reading out the average signal, improving encoding in visual cortical neurons 

would improve perception; but, given the diversity of stimuli that the visual cortex can 

encode, the decoder is likely to be higher-dimensional (Ruff et al., 2018). Instead, it is 

possible that the attentional modulation of visual cortical neurons is related to the read-

out of that representation (i.e. how downstream decision-making brain regions use that 

activity, Figure 3c-e). For example, it has been demonstrated that the representation of 
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stimulus contrast in V1 is a separable code from the population of neurons that express 

attention modulation (Pooresmaeili et al., 2010). In this interpretation, correlations 

between the activity of V1 neurons and the animal’s decision can be used to identify the 

behaviorally-relevant populations of neurons, which are those most closely related to 

the read-out of visual cortical information. This metric, termed choice probability, 

reflects the correlation in the variability of stimulus responses and behavioral response 

and is observed throughout visual cortex at both the single neuron and population 

levels (Britten et al., 1996; Nienborg et al., 2012). Attentional changes in the prediction of 

choice from visual cortex may reveal how the downstream decoder changes which 

neurons it is listening to.  

There are several hypotheses for how attention modulates the read-out of visual 

cortex. Attention may alter which decoder is responsible for driving decision making 

(Figure 3d). Several groups have shown that prefrontal cortical (PFC) neurons, an area 

thought to be involved in mediating goal-directed attention, are tuned for task 

parameters that may be useful in switching between goal-directed actions (Pho et al., 

2018; Wimmer et al., 2015). A population of PFC neurons can switch between task states, 

suggesting that multiple decoders of sensory information can exist within one 

population of neurons for making decisions (Raposo et al., 2014). If the decoder is 

changing with attentional state, this could be reflected in visual cortical neurons through 

feedback onto specific, behaviorally-relevant neurons. Alternatively, attention could 
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change which of multiple decoders is listening to visual cortical information. This 

hypothesis would also be supported by a change in the choice-related activity among 

visual cortical neurons, as the population encoding the choice would shift to the 

population that is currently best at driving the decoder. 

Attention may instead improve the transmission of information from one region 

to the next (Figure 3c). To accomplish this, attention may reduce the information lost 

between synapses, but that has been experimentally difficult to quantify. Briggs et al. 

demonstrated that when a V1 neuron’s receptive field was attended, it was more 

effectively driven by microstimulation of dLGN neurons, thus demonstrating an 

improvement in the synaptic efficacy between the dLGN and V1 with attention (Briggs 

et al., 2013). Furthermore, simultaneous measurements of the local field potential (LFP) 

within visual cortex and prefrontal cortices demonstrate greater synchrony in the 

gamma-phase during attention, suggesting that attention changes the phase relationship 

between the areas to optimize how well one area drives the other (Baldauf and 

Desimone, 2014; Gregoriou et al., 2009, 2015). Noise correlations between the spiking of 

neurons in synaptically connected cortical regions increase as well (Pooresmaeili et al., 

2014; Ruff and Cohen, 2016). In fact, spiking downstream of V1 is more likely when the 

preceding V1 activity is more coordinated (Zandvakili and Kohn, 2015). Thus, 

attentional modulation of visual cortical neurons may reflect changes in the 

communication of information between areas for the attended stimulus. 
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Finally, attention may instead alter how visual information is decoded (Figure 

3e). It is suggested that research investigating sensory behavior puts too much emphasis 

on how a sensory stimulus is represented without understanding how that information 

is actually used (Panzeri et al., 2017). Instead, it is essential to understand the 

intersection between representation and read-out. Ruff and colleagues simultaneously 

recorded from visual cortical area MT and a downstream motor area, the SC (Ruff and 

Cohen, 2019). They demonstrate that the choice activity in the downstream neuronal 

population can be better decoded from MT population weights when the common 

spatial region of space is attended. This demonstrates that the downstream decoder of 

visual information realigns to better fit with the attended visual feature, such that MT 

can more effectively drive SC.  

There is relatively minimal research into the attentional modulation of visual 

information read-out compared to research investigating how attention alters visual 

stimulus representation. One reason for this is that understanding read-out of visual 

information relies on understanding how a population of neurons is acting during a 

task. Until recently, it was relatively difficult to perform large scale recordings in 

organisms that perform complex perceptual tasks. Future work will better fill this gap. 

1.4 Why study attention in mice? 

Despite decades of research into the neural correlates of visual attention, there 

are many open questions in the field, many of which center around a more general 
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question in systems neuroscience – how is visual information used for behavior? The 

advent of population-level neural recordings in conjunction with manipulations of 

activity will bring the field closer to understanding the role of attention in visual 

processing. These high-tech tools are most easily applied in the visual cortex of rodents. 

Thus, a mouse model of attention will be an invaluable tool to the field of visual 

attention. 

1.4.1 Mice are a viable model to study the neural mechanisms of 
visual attention 

Most perceptual studies of goal-directed attention have been performed in 

human and non-human primates. However, many organisms exhibit attention-like 

behavior including rodents (Wang and Krauzlis, 2018), cats (Hilgetag et al., 2001), and 

even insects (De Bivort and Van Swinderen, 2016). Mice in particular have come to the 

forefront of research in visual behaviors in recent years due to their powerful genetic 

toolbox and relative anatomical and physiological homology to higher-order mammals. 

Mouse models of behavior have led to major advances in understanding the neural 

circuits that underlie changes in perceptual decision making (Katzner et al., 2019). Thus, 

a mouse model of goal-directed attention would lead to breakthroughs in understanding 

the neural basis for the perceptual changes associated with shifts of visual attention. 

Recently, Wang and Krauzlis performed psychophysical spatial attention 

experiments in mice (Wang and Krauzlis, 2018). They trained mice in three variations of 

a spatial cueing task, demonstrating that mice have greater perceptual sensitivity and 
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lower reaction times for attended visual targets. Their results show that mice can also 

demonstrate the major perceptual effects of goal-directed attention, but the authors did 

not investigate whether mice also exhibit similar neural correlates of attention in visual 

cortex. 

My study aims to investigate broad changes in visual information representation 

and read-out from V1. To do this I developed a cross-modal attention task to more 

directly have the animal switch between states of using visual information and not using 

it, while maintaining a consistent state of task engagement. Studies of cross-modal 

sensory selection in mice have also been use been useful for determining the long-range 

neural circuits involved in cued target detection (Nakajima et al., 2019; Schmitt et al., 

2017; Wells et al., 2016; Wimmer et al., 2015). Because these studies do not require mice 

to prioritize visual information, they are not true studies of attention. However, they 

demonstrate that mice can learn to use a cue to switch between modalities from trial to 

trial. 

1.4.2 A note about mouse V1 

Historically, most visual processing research has been accomplished in non-

human primates and carnivores, due to these model organisms’ distinct homologies to 

the human visual system. Like humans, primates and carnivores have a high-acuity 

region of the retina (the fovea), have functional organization of simple visual features in 

down-stream cortical areas, and actively use vision to perform the majority of their 
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behaviors. However, mechanistic studies in the primate are limited in scope and number 

due to the high cost of each experimental subject and minimal opportunities for 

manipulations of neural activity. Thus, many researchers have turned the mouse as their 

research tool. 

The mouse visual system is extremely similar to the primate visual system 

(Glickfeld et al., 2014). Mouse V1 receives feedforward information from the retina 

through the LGN, where simple visual features such as orientation are represented by 

tuned neurons. Information is sent from V1 to several higher visual areas (HVAs), where 

neurons have more complex receptive fields. Like primates, all mouse visual areas have 

a retinotopic organization. Unlike primates, mouse visual cortical neurons are not 

further organized into local functional architectures, such as orientation columns (Ohki 

et al., 2005). While perfect homologies of mouse HVAs to primate HVAs have not been 

precisely identified, output of visual cortex is similar across species – routing to sensory, 

limbic, motor, and decision-making regions (Glickfeld et al., 2014; Seabrook et al., 2017). 

Thus, the molecular and genetic tools available for use in mice make it an attractive 

candidate for studying the mechanisms of visual processing and perceptually-guided 

behaviors. 

1.4.3 Study overview 

In Chapter 2, I developed a head-fixed mouse model of cross-modal attention 

that can be used in large scale recordings or manipulations of neural activity. In Chapter 
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3, I used this model to demonstrate that mouse V1 is modulated by attention. 

Modulation occurred in a cell-type specific way that implicates a specific functional 

connectivity scheme of top-down input. In Chapter 4, I used linear model of the activity 

of the population to show that these attentional changes in V1 neuron activity are likely 

related to a change in the read-out of visual information across attentional states. 

Together, not only do my results demonstrate that the mouse is a viable model for 

studying attention, they clearly support the hypothesis that attention changes how V1 

information is used, rather than simply improving the representation of attended 

stimuli.
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2. A cross-modal attention task for mice 
2.1 Introduction 

Despite decades of research investigating the neural correlates of attention in 

visual cortex, relatively little is known about the circuit mechanisms that underlie the 

link between the changes in neuronal modulation and perception across attentional 

states. Non-human primates have been the gold standard in the field of visual 

neuroscience because they rely heavily on vision for behavior and can be trained in 

complex psychophysical tasks. However, elucidating the circuit mechanisms that 

underlie the neuronal correlates of goal-directed attention will require a model organism 

that can perform complex perceptual tasks, yet is amenable to large-scale neural 

recording and circuit dissecting techniques. The mouse visual system has recently 

emerged as an analogous model to study visual processing and behaviors. The, genetic 

tractability and development of precise electrophysiological, anatomical, and optical 

tools readily available in the mouse make it an attractive system for studying unknown 

synaptic, cellular, and circuit mechanisms that underlie attentional modulation of visual 

processing and perception.  

Mouse models of visual behavior have had much success in elucidating the 

neural mechanisms that underlie visual perception (Jin et al., 2019; Marshel et al., 2019; 

Saleem et al., 2018) and thus development of an attention task for mice would open a 

window for a more mechanistic understanding of visual attention. Studying the 
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underlying neural mechanisms of visual attention requires a carefully designed 

psychophysical task that controls for several factors (Burgess et al., 2017; Carandini and 

Churchland, 2013). First, the task must be performed by a head-fixed mouse to allow 

precise control of sensory information and pairing with brain recordings and 

manipulations. Second, the task must be challenging to promote use of the most of the 

mouse’s perceptual resources, but be performed near 100% correct for the easiest trials 

to ensure that errors are due to perceptual difficultly rather than changes in motivation. 

Third, the visual stimulus and task engagement should be consistent across trial types to 

ensure neuronal differences are due to changes in attention and not changes in 

motivation or external stimulation. Finally, attention should be cued on a trial-by-trial 

basis to determine how neurons are rapidly engaged by attentional mechanisms.   

Visual spatial attention has been demonstrated in head-fixed mice; Wang et al. 

demonstrate that mice better detect orientation changes in cued versus un-cued regions 

of space (Wang and Krauzlis, 2018). In this chapter I will demonstrate that mice can be 

trained in a cross-modal attention task in which they are cued to detect either visual or 

auditory targets.  

2.2 Testing attention in a cued, cross-modal detection task 

To understand how sensory cortex supports flexible behavior in a rapidly 

changing environment I developed a cross-modal detection task for mice. Head-fixed, 

water-restricted mice were cued on a trial-by-trial basis to expect the appearance of 
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either a visual or auditory target stimulus (Figure 4a-c). Pressing a lever initiated the 

repeated presentation of a static, vertical (0º), sinusoidal grating (“distractor”; 100 ms 

duration, 250 ms inter-stimulus interval). The presence or absence of a tone (“cue”; 6 

kHz) presented with the first distractor stimulus indicated whether the trial would 

require the mouse to respond to the visual or auditory target. The presence of the cue 

indicated that the trial would contain a second target tone (“auditory target”; 10 kHz); 

conversely, the absence of the cue indicated that the target would be an orientation 

change (“visual target”). On both trial types, there were at least 2, and up to 10, visual 

distractor presentations preceding the target. If the mouse released the lever during a 

short window (100-550 ms) following any target, it was considered a hit and the mouse 

received a liquid reward. I controlled task difficulty by varying the target orientation (8-

90º) on visual trials or the amplitude of the target tone (0.03-100% of maximum 

amplitude) on auditory trials (Figure 4d-e). Probing the animals’ detection thresholds 

made the task challenging and incentivized the mice to use the cue to attend to the 

expected target modality.  
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Figure 4: Schematic of cross-modal attention task. (a) Task structure. Head-
restricted mice face an LCD monitor and use a lever to initiate trials and detect targets. 
Validly-cued visual and auditory trials are presented with equal probability along with 

very rare invalidly-cued trials. (b) Schematic of visual trial structure. Upon trial 
initiation, 2-10 vertical distractor gratings (“Anticipation”) and an orientation change 
(“Target,” between 8 and 90 degrees) are presented. Mice must hold the lever through 
the distractors and release the lever within a brief window following target to receive a 

reward. (c) Same as b for auditory trials. Trial structure is the same, except the first 
distractor is accompanied by a tone (“cue”, 6 kHz), and the target is a second tone (10 

kHz). (d) Weibull functions fit to the hit rate on visual trials as a function of target 
orientation for all mice trained on this task (n=8). (e) Weibull functions are fit to the hit 

rate on auditory trials as a function of tone amplitude. 

To test whether the mice used the cue to guide their behavior, I presented rare 

(2.4±0.13% of trials), invalidly-cued visual or auditory trials in which the cue incorrectly 

predicted the target modality (Figure 5). For instance, on an invalidly-cued visual trial, a 

tone accompanied the first stimulus presentation indicating that the mouse should 
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expect an auditory target, however a visual target was presented (Figure 5a). On these 

trials, lever releases within the reaction window following invalidly-cued targets were 

rewarded; however, if the mouse failed to detect the invalidly-cued target, the trial was 

allowed to continue and the mouse had the opportunity to detect a valid target. I then 

compared the hit rate across validly and invalidly cued targets of similar difficultly to 

determine the perceptual effect of attention (Figure 5a-b). 

 

Figure 5: Mice are worse at detecting invalidly-cued targets. (a) Top: Schematic 
of an invalidly-cued visual trial. The trial is cued as auditory (tone accompanies first 

distractor), but a visual target is presented. Lever releases in response to either invalidly- 
or validly-cued targets are rewarded (see Methods). Bottom: Hit rate across valid (black) 
and invalid (purple) visual targets for an example mouse. Target orientations are binned 
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by difficulty. Hit rate error is 95% C.I.; target orientation error is S.E.M. (b) Same as (a) 
for invalidly-cued auditory trials. (c) Hit rate on valid and invalid trials for each mouse, 

and average across mice with a significant difference (n=5). Hit rate was calculated 
across valid and invalid trials matched for difficulty across all (left) , visual (middle), or 

auditory (right) trials. 

 

I compared hit rates for validly and invalidly-cued targets to determine whether 

the cue improved target detection of the expected modality. Across sessions, five out of 

eight mice had a significantly lower hit rate on invalidly-cued trials compared to validly-

cued trials of comparable difficulty (p<0.0001; binomial test; solid lines Figure 5c). These 

effects were also consistent within sessions (mice with attention all p<0.001, paired t-test; 

Figure 6). Moreover, the five mice with a lower hit rate on invalidly-cued trials had a 

lower hit rate for invalidly-cued trials of both modalities, consistent with bidirectional 

effects of the cue on behavior (visual: 4/5 mice p<0.05 (fifth mouse has trend, p= 0.12); 

auditory: 5/5 mice p<0.05; binomial test; Figure 5c). I considered only these five animals 

for further analyses.  
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Figure 6: Mice used in imaging analysis have attention effect across sessions. 
(a) Hit rate (HR) for each session (gray) and average across sessions (black) for matched 
valid and invalid trials for each mouse with attention; p<0.001, paired t-test. Mouse 668 
is the same mouse shown in Figure 1 d-e. Error is S.E.M. across sessions. (b) Same as a, 
for mice that did not have a significant effect of attention; 670: p=0.72, 672: p=0.20, 682: 

p=0.89. 

In addition to hit-rate, attention has also been shown to improve reaction times 

for attended targets (Maunsell, 2015). Somewhat surprisingly, I did not observe any 

consistent effect of the cue on reaction time (validly-cued vs invalidly-cued - visual: 
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p=0.39; auditory: p=0.07; paired t-test; Figure 7a-b). However, since only visual trial 

reaction times depended on trial difficultly (visual: p<0.01; auditory: p=0.48; one-way 

ANOVA, Figure 7c-d), and reaction times were faster for auditory targets (p<0.05, paired 

t-test; Figure 7e), we may be limited in our ability to resolve reaction time differences 

across attentional states. 

 

Figure 7: Attention does not affect reaction time. (a) Reaction times for mice 
with attention across valid and invalid visual trials matched for difficulty for each 

mouse; p=0.46, paried t-test; Error is S.E.M. across mice. (b) Same as (a) for auditory 
trials; p=0.07. (c) Visual trial reaction time across binned target orientation; p<0.01, one-

way ANOVA. (d) Same as (c), for auditory trials across binned target amplitudes; 
p=0.66. (e) Reaction time across easy (black) and hard (gray) valid visual and auditory 

trials; *p<0.05, paired t-test. 

2.3 Controlling for behavioral state across attentional conditions 

Factors other than expected target modality, such as sensory input, arousal, 

reward expectation, and motor planning, should be the same on auditory and visual 
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trials during the interval between the cue and target presentation (“anticipation” phase). 

Indeed lapse rate (defined as 1 - hit rate for the easiest condition of each modality; 

visual: 0.076±0.011; auditory: 0.042±0.009; n = 5 mice; Figure 8a) and false alarm rate (FA: 

lever releases that occurred within the same reaction window as used for hits, but 

following a distractor; visual: 0.039±0.003; auditory: 0.083±0.009; Figure 8b) were low 

suggesting consistent levels of task engagement within sessions and across trial types. 

Interestingly, there was a significant difference between false alarm rates for visual 

versus auditory trials in mice with attention., further suggesting the cue is sufficient to 

shift behavioral state in these mice (p<0.001, paired t-test; Figure 8b). 

 

Figure 8: Lapse and false alarm rates are small and similar across trial types. (a) 
Lapse rate (left; p=0.28, paired t-test) on visual and auditory trials. (b) False alarm rate 
(p<0.001). Only mice with a significant effect of attention included in average. Error is 

S.E.M. across mice 

As a separate measure of task arousal and sensory input, I monitored pupil size 

and position as the mice performed the task (Figure 9a; see Methods). There were slow 

changes in pupil size during the anticipation phase of the trial, however, there were no 

consistent differences between visual and auditory trials during either the anticipation 
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or target phases (anticipation: p=0.80, target: p=0.90; paired t-test; Figure 9b, e). 

Similarly, while there were eye movements at the start of the trial and at the time of the 

target, the deviation (range: 0.05-2.0°) was much smaller than the size of a V1 receptive 

field (Bonin et al., 2011), and not consistently different between visual and auditory 

trials (anticipation: p=0.94; target: p=0.47; paired t-test; Figure 9c-g). Thus, the cue and 

the subsequent shift of attention of the target modality are the major factors that differ 

during the anticipation phase across visual and auditory trials. 
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Figure 9: Pupil size and position do not vary across visual and auditory trials. 
(a) Top: Schematic of infrared (IR) illumination of the pupil via two-photon excitation; 

bottom: IR image from example session with tracked pupil outlined (red). (b) Top: Pupil 
radius from example session across visual and auditory trials aligned to the trial start. 

Shaded gray region is the analysis window during the late anticipation period. Bottom: 
Average normalized pupil diameter during the shaded analysis window for individual 
mice (gray) and across all mice (black); p=0.80, n = 5 mice, paired t-test. Error is S.E.M. 

across mice. (c-d) Same as (b), for change in horizontal ((c), p=0.84) or vertical ((d), 
p=0.99) pupil position. (e-g) Same as (b-d) aligned to trial target ((e), p=0.90; (f), p=0.20; 

(g), p=0.65). 

2.4 Discussion 

Here I have shown for the first time that mice can selectively attend to visual 

stimuli at the expense of another modality. Mice were trained in a cross-modal task in 

which they were cued to detect either visual or auditory targets. Some mice were worse 

at detecting invalidly cued targets of either modality, despite receiving the same reward 

for detecting validly or invalidly cued targets. By rewarding both validly and invalidly 

cued target and thus incentivizing the mice to detect any target, I demonstrated that 

some mice indeed prioritized sensory information based on their expectation for targets 

of the cued modality. The cross-modal effect on hit-rate was not due to any differences 

in task difficulty, task engagement, or state of arousal. This head-fixed attention task for 

mice can be used in combination with most optical and electrophysiological techniques 

that are important for elucidating the neuronal mechanisms of attention.  
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2.4 Materials and Methods 

2.4.1 Animals 

All experimental procedures were carried out under a protocol approved by 

Duke University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 8 adult male and 

female mice were used in this study (>P45, under a regular 12-hour light/dark cycle). All 

mice were the F1 offspring of C57/B6J (Jackson Labs #000664) and CBA/CaJ (Jackson 

Labs #000654).  

2.4.2 Head-post and cranial window implant 

Mice were implanted with chronic cranial windows as previously described 

(Goldey et al., 2014). Prior to surgery (3-16 hours), mice were injected with 

dexamethasone (3.2 mg/kg, subcutaneously (SC), Bimedia) to reduce brain swelling 

during the craniotomy. Immediately before surgery, mice were given prophylactic 

analgesia (2.5 mg/kg meloxicam, SC) and anesthesia was induced with a combination of 

ketamine and xylazine (200 mg/kg and 30 mg/kg, intraperitoneally (IP)) and 4% 

isoflurane. Stable anesthesia was maintained at 1-1.5% isoflurane for the duration of the 

surgery. A titanium headplate was attached to the skull with dental cement (C&B 

Metabond, Parkell) and a 5 mm craniotomy was drilled centered on the left visual cortex 

(3.1 mm lateral and 1.6 mm anterior from lambda). The craniotomy was sealed with a 

glass window (an 8 mm coverslip bonded to two 5 mm coverslips (Warner no. 1) using a 

refractive index matched adhesive (no. 17, Norland)) using dental cement. After surgery, 
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mice were recovered on a warm heating pad and given analgesics (buprenorphine, 0.5 

mg/kg, SC) and antibiotics (cefazolin, 50 mg/kg, SC) for 48 hours. 

2.4.3 Sensory Stimulation 

Visual stimuli were presented on a calibrated (i1 Display Pro, X-Rite) 144 Hz 

LCD monitor (Asus) placed 21 cm from the right eye (contralateral to the craniotomy) 

perpendicular to the mouse.  All visual stimuli during the behavioral task were static, 

sinusoidal gabor patches (30-50° diameter, 0.1 cycles per degree, 100% contrast, 60 cd/m2 

mean luminance). Auditory stimuli were either pure tones (task cue and target stimuli), 

white noise (feedback on error trials), or multiple tones (feedback on correct trials) and 

were delivered via speakers placed behind the mouse (max amplitude ~90 decibels). 

After each behavioral session, drifting gratings (2 Hz, 8 or 16 directions in 45° or 22.5° 

increments) were presented to the passively viewing mouse at the same position, size 

and spatial frequency as the task stimuli. All sensory stimuli were delivered via custom 

software created in MWorks (http://mworks-project.org). 

2.4.4 Behavioral Task 

All behaving mice were either water (n=7 mice) or food (n=1) scheduled. Water 

scheduled mice received 0.1M saccharine water (Acros Organics) and food scheduled 

mice received liquid nutritional shake as reward (Ensure, vanilla flavor). Mice were 

supplemented with plain water or food pellets if they did not receive all of their allotted 

http://mworks-project.org/
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water or calories for the day during training. The behavior training and testing occurred 

during the light cycle. 

Mice were trained to perform the cross-modal detection task in the following 

steps. On the first day of training, mice were head-restrained in a custom-built 

behavioral rig (parts from Thorlabs, Newport, Digikey and Standa (Histed et al., 2012)). 

To earn reward, mice were required to press and hold the lever for at least 400 ms and 

no longer than 10 s. At the time of lever press, a 6 kHz tone was played (this would later 

be the cue for auditory trials), and if the mouse continued to hold the lever for 400 ms, a 

10 kHz target tone was played indicating the onset of the reaction window. After the 

target presentation, mice were allowed up to 10 seconds to release the lever. Releasing 

the lever within this window resulted in reward delivery and auditory feedback 

indicating a correct response. Releasing the lever before the target tone (early release), or 

failure to release the lever within the reaction window (miss) resulted in auditory 

feedback (white noise) indicating an error and a timeout (1-6 s). Each trial was 

interleaved with inter-trial interval (ITI; 4-6 s) during which a new trial could not be 

initiated. Once mice began to reliably release the lever after the target tone we followed 

several steps to gradually make the task more difficult, roughly in chronological order: 

1) increasing the random delay between the cue and the target up to four seconds so that 

the mice could not use a timing strategy to detect target tones 2) decreasing the allowed 

reaction time from 10 seconds to 550 ms, and 3) adding more difficult targets (lower 
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amplitudes) around the animal’s threshold. Mice were considered to have learned the 

auditory task if they performed better than 90% correct on easy targets. This paradigm 

was continued for two to three weeks then the mouse was switched to learning the 

visual task in a similarly structured paradigm (even if the mouse was not yet fully 

trained on the auditory task).  

While mice already knew how to use the lever to earn reward, all mice needed to 

be retrained to detect visual stimuli, suggesting that they do not generalize across 

modalities. Thus, we used the same paradigm to train the mice to detect target gratings 

as we had for target tones. On the first day of visual training, a full-field, vertical grating 

appeared upon trial initiation. If the mouse held the lever for 400 ms, the grating 

changed 90° to a target orientation. The target grating then stayed on the screen until the 

mouse either released the lever or the reaction window ended. Mice typically began 

reliably releasing the lever during the target stimulus within approximately five 

sessions. To make the task more difficult we gradually 1) increased the random required 

hold time, 2) decreased the reaction time, 3) decreased the size of the stimulus, 4) moved 

the stimulus to the right (to be closer to the retinotopic location of the future injection 

site), 5) added a mean luminance inter-stimulus interval (ISI) during the anticipation 

period to mask the motion signal in the transition from distractor to target, and finally, 

6) increased the difficulty by reducing the difference between the distractor (0°, vertical 

grating) and targets (any stimulus that is not vertical).  
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After the mice were proficient at the visual task, they were trained on the visual 

and auditory tasks on interleaved days until they consistently 1) got at least 90% correct 

on the easiest trials, and 2) less than 50% of trials were early releases. Finally, we 

randomly interleaved visual and auditory trials within the same session. At this point, 

the visual distractor stimulus was added to the auditory trials.  

In the final form of the task (Figure 4), each trial was initiated when the ITI 

ended and the mouse had pressed the lever. The trial start triggered the presentation of 

a 100 ms, vertical, sinusoidal gabor patch (30° or 50° in diameter, 15 to 30° in azimuth, 0° 

in elevation; one mouse had a 200 ms stimulus for some sessions) followed by a 250 ms 

ISI. On each trial, a target was presented after a variable number of distractor 

presentations (2-10, flat distribution). On auditory trials, the first visual distractor 

stimulus was paired with a 6 kHz tone which cued the mouse to expect an auditory 

target (a 10 kHz tone paired with a visual distractor stimulus). The absence of a tone on 

the first distractor cued the mouse to expect a visual target (any non-vertical stimulus). 

Mice received reward if they released the lever within 100-550 ms (sometimes extended 

to 1000 ms) after a target occurred. For behavioral analyses, a narrower reaction window 

(visual: 200-550 ms, auditory: 150-450 ms) was used to ensure that the majority of 

releases in this window were due to stimulus-driven behaviors and have independent 

reaction windows for each stimulus presentation within the trial.  
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Invalidly cued visual or auditory targets (Figure 2, Figure 6), in which the trial 

was cued as one modality but the target delivered was of the opposite modality, were 

delivered on 2.4± 0.13% of trials. Invalidly cued targets could appear after 1-9 distractor 

presentations, as they always appeared between the cue and the validly cued target. In 

the case that the mouse failed to respond to an invalidly cued target, the trial continued 

and the mouse had the opportunity to detect a validly cued target. For analyses where 

attention was tested across valid and invalidly cued trials (Figure 2), all invalid hits were 

rewarded.  

Two of the 5 mice with attention were trained and imaged without rewarding 

invalid hits and were tested with rewarded invalid trials in later sessions. These mice 

had a greater effect of attention when tested with rewarded invalid trials (hit rate across 

mice on invalid trials normalized to valid trials: training rewarded – 79.5±0.2%, training 

not rewarded – 57.2±5%, mean ± S.E.M across experiments).  

2.4.5 Pupil Imaging 

Partially scattered infrared light from two-photon excitation was emitted from 

the pupil and collected with a Genie Nano CMOS (Teledyne DALSA) camera using a 

longpass filter (695 nm) at 30 Hz. Excitation laser light (Mai Tai eHP DeepSee, Newport; 

tuned to 920 nm was raster scanned with a resonant galvonometer (8 kHz, Cambridge 

Technologies) onto the brain via a 16x or 25x (0.8 or 1.1 NA, Nikon) water-immersion 
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257±7 μm  below the pial surface (range: 198-303 μm). Laser power out of the objective 

ranged from 30 to 80 mW.  

2.4.6 Data Processing and Analysis 

All analyses were performed with custom code written in MATLAB 

(Mathworks). 

2.4.6.1 Behavior 

Behavioral sessions were manually cropped to include only stable periods of 

performance by removing periods within a session with high lapse rates (misses on the 

easiest target conditions) or early release rates (lever releases before the target appears). 

Sessions included for analysis were further restricted to have 1) at least 90% correct on 

one of the two easiest levels on both auditory and visual trials, 2) at most 35% of trials be 

early releases. Thus, 29±4 sessions (range: 8-40) and 7586±1610 trials (range: 2043-13203) 

were included for each mouse.  

Each stimulus presentation following the 2nd distractor in each trial was 

categorized as either a hit, miss, false alarm (FA), or correct reject (CR) based on the time 

of release relative to a target or distractor onset. Lever releases between 200 and 550 ms 

after a target on visual trials and 150 and 450 ms after a target on auditory trials were 

hits. Conversely, failure to release by the end of these windows was considered a miss. 

Releases, or failure to release, during similar windows following a distractor was 

considered a FA or a CR.  
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Behavioral performance was primarily analyzed by pooling across all test 

sessions and but also evaluated on a session by session basis (Figure 6) to measure the 

effect of the cue on performance. To account for small differences in target difficulty 

levels used for each session, targets were binned into six logarithmically spaced groups 

that spanned the minimum and maximum target values (visual: 8° to 90°, auditory: 0.03 

to 100% of max amplitude). Hit rate was computed from each session from the number 

of hits and misses for each target type:  

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅 =  
𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
 

Lapse rate was measured as 1 – Hit rate for the easiest target of a session (within 

each modality) and FA rate was computed from each session from the number of FAs 

and CRs (Figure 8):  

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅 =  
𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + 𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
 

Within each modality, hit rates across target difficulties and the FA rate 

(representing a 0° or 0% amplitude target) were fit with a Weibull function to determine 

discrimination thresholds (50% of the upper asymptote to account for lapse rate). 

Reaction time was calculated as the mean time of lever release from target onset for the 

target type in question (Figure 7).  

 To test attention toward the cued modality we compared each mouse’s 

response to validly and invalidly cued targets. Mice were considered to have an effect of 

attention if the hit rate on validly cued targets was statistically greater than hit rate on 
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invalidly cued targets (matched for target difficulty) across both modalities (Figure 5). 

To match target types, the proportion of each invalid target type (by difficulty and 

modality type) was determined and valid trials were randomly subsampled for each 

stimulus type to match that distribution.  

2.4.6.2 Pupil Tracking 

 The size and position of the pupil was extracted from each frame using 

the native MATLAB function imfindcircles. Pupil size was quantified as the fraction of 

change from baseline (one second before trial start) then re-normalized by subtraction 

relative to the start of each trial or target presentation. Pupil position was quantified as 

the change in the horizontal and vertical position of the center of the pupil from baseline 

(one second before the start of each trial or target presentation). Analysis windows were 

chosen to match two-photon imaging analysis windows during the anticipation phase of 

the trial (1400-2833 ms after the start) or after the target (100-200 ms after the target). 

Changes in pupil position were converted to degrees of visual angle with a 1:25 degrees 

to μm scale (Park et al., 2012). 

2.4.7 Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis 

Sample sizes were not predetermined by statistical methods, but our sample 

sizes of the neurons and animals are similar to other studies. The numbers of cells, 

animals or experiments are provided in the corresponding text, figures and figure 

legends. All error values in the text are standard error of the mean and all tests for 
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significance are two-tailed unless otherwise specified. Data collection and analysis were 

not performed blind to experimental conditions, but all visual presentation conditions 

were randomized.  

2.4.8 Data and code availability 

 Data will be made available by reasonable request to the corresponding 

author. Custom code written in MATLAB for data analysis is available on Github: 

https://github.com/Glickfeld-And-Hull-

Laboratories/Manuscripts/CrossModalAttentionV1 

  

https://github.com/Glickfeld-And-Hull-Laboratories/Manuscripts/CrossModalAttentionV1
https://github.com/Glickfeld-And-Hull-Laboratories/Manuscripts/CrossModalAttentionV1
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3. Attention modulates cell-type specific V1 neurons 
3.1 Introduction 

Enhanced visual perception of attended stimuli is thought to be supported by an 

improvement in the encoding of stimuli at early stages of visual processing. In primates, 

changes in visual cortical neuron activity are correlated with shifts of attention toward a 

specific location, modality, or feature (Luo and Maunsell, 2015; McAdams and Maunsell, 

1999a; Mehta et al., 2000a; Ni and Maunsell, 2019).  At the level of individual cells 

attention toward a visual stimulus has been shown to increase the firing rate or 

reliability of visual cortical neurons, and thus improve the signal-to-noise of the 

encoding of that stimulus. In this chapter, I hypothesized that attentional modulation of 

visual cortical neurons is cell-type specific. 

Visual cortical neurons are part of local, functional subnetworks within a cortical 

region. For one, V1 neurons that share tuning to specific features tend to be more 

interconnected (Cossell et al., 2015; Ko et al., 2011, 2013) and project to specific higher 

visual areas (Glickfeld et al., 2013b). These subnetworks of V1 neurons may amplify the 

encoding of specific visual features. In order for attention to improve the perception of 

an attended feature, it may rely on these functional subgroups for improving the 

encoding of those features.   

Excitation of visual cortical projection neurons that encode stimulus features is 

balanced by inhibition from several types of interneurons. A handful of studies have 
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demonstrated that fast-spiking neurons (putative parvalbumin inhibitory interneurons) 

are differentially modulated by attention than their broad-spiking (putative excitatory 

neurons) counterparts (Mitchell et al., 2007; Snyder et al., 2016). However, how attention 

modulates genetically-identified interneurons is still an open question. SOM+ inhibitory 

interneurons may play a key role in behavioral state-dependent changes in visual 

cortical activity (Attinger et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2014; Kuchibhotla et al., 2016). Thus, 

interneurons may play a key role in mediating attentional inputs in visual cortex.  

In the cross-modal attention task developed in Chapter 2, mice used cues to 

attend toward vision or toward audition. In this chapter I used two-photon (2P) imaging 

of activity in V1 as mice performed the task and show for the first time that V1 neurons 

are modulated by attention. The magnitude of attentional modulation was variable 

across cells, which could partially be attributed to a neurons’ preferred orientation. 

Furthermore, I demonstrate that SOM+ interneurons are specifically modulated by 

attention, although the dynamics of that modulation may be different from the rest of 

the population. Together these results show that functionally distinct cell-types are 

differentially modulated by cross-modal attention. 
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3.2 V1 neurons are driven more strongly during the anticipation 
phase on visual trials 

 

Figure 10: Imaging neuronal activity in V1 during behavior. (a) The mouse 
performs the attention task during two-photon (2P) imaging. (b) Top: field of view 

image of maximum change in fluorescence (max dF/F) during the anticipation phase of 
the trial. Bottom: max dF/F image from target phase of the trial. Overlay of selected cell 

masks in cyan. (c) Schematic of trial phases for visual and auditory trials. Note that 
visual stimuli are symmetrical during the anticipation phase. (d) Left: Time-course of 

activity during the anticipation phase for all trials with at least 8 distractors (left), all first 
distractor (middle), or all late distractor stimuli (5th-10th, right) for three example V1 

neurons. Shaded error is S.E.M. across trials. (e) Heatmap of dF/F during the 
anticipation period for trials with at least 8 distractors for all neurons (n = 1367, 5 mice) 

recorded during behavior sorted by response amplitude during the late anticipation 
period. Tick marks indicate anticipation responsive cells; #1-3 are the cells in (b). 

To investigate how attention modulates activity in sensory cortex I used two-

photon calcium imaging to monitor the activity of layer 2/3 neurons in V1 virally 

expressing GCaMP6m as the mice performed the cross-modal detection task (Figure 10a-
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c). Cells that responded to visual stimuli were selected from each recording session in 

post-hoc analyses (n=1367 cells, 5 mice, 14 sessions; see Methods, Figure 10). I focused 

our analyses on the anticipation phase of the trial, when sensory input and behavioral 

state are similar across trial types, but attention is directed toward visual or auditory 

stimuli. The dynamics of neuronal responses to the repeated distractor presentations 

were diverse (Figure 10d-e). Many neurons were significantly driven by the first 

distractor stimulus (n=418/1367 neurons; Figure 10d-e; example neuron 1), whereas 

others were only significantly driven late in the trial (n=245/1367 neurons; Figure 10d-e; 

example neuron 2) or only suppressed late in the trial (n=291/1367 neurons, Figure 10d-

e; example neuron 3). 

 

Figure 11: V1 neurons are modulated by attentional state. (a) Average time-
course of anticipation responsive neurons on visual (black) and auditory (purple) trials 

with at least 8 distractors. Only neurons from experiments with 100 ms stimulus 
duration are shown (1096/1367, see Methods). Shaded gray area is analysis window. 
Significance is tested across all neurons (663/1367); *p<0.0001, paired t-test. Error is 

S.E.M. across cells. (b) Average time-course of all late anticipation responsive neurons to 
all late distractor stimuli for behaving mice (n=347/1367). Shaded gray area is analysis 

window. (c) Cumulative distribution of visual minus auditory selectivity index (SIVA) of 
responsive neurons from behaving or naïve mice calculated from late distractor stimuli 
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shown in f. Arrows indicate mean SIVA for behaving and naïve mice. *p<0.0001, 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 

Because responses on auditory trials reflect the population activity that 

accompanies impaired detection on invalidly cued visual trials, I compared neuronal 

activity on visual and auditory trials to determine how attention impacts visual 

responses in V1. Indeed, I found a reliable increase in visually-driven activity in V1 

neurons when the visual stimulus was attended (Figure 11a-b). On average, 

anticipation-responsive V1 neurons (i.e. responsive to the first stimulus or late in the 

trial) had greater responses on visual trials as compared to auditory trials, but only late 

in the trial (early window (0-1400 ms): p=0.54; late window (1400-2833 ms): p < 0.0001; 

paired t-test, n=663 neurons; Figure 11a). Differences across trial types during this late 

phase incorporate both time-locked, visually-driven responses as well as slower, 

sustained changes in activation. To quantify how visually-driven responses to the 

distractor change with attention, I aligned the onset of each distractor stimulus 

occurring late in the trial (fifth through last distractor before the target) and identified 

the subset of responsive cells that were reliably driven by these late distractors (“late-

responsive”; n = 347 cells; Figure 11b). Late-responsive neurons had greater visually-

driven responses on attend-vision trials (p<0.001, paired t-test; Figure 11b) and a mean 

visual-auditory selectivity index (SIVA; the difference between each neuron’s variance 

normalized average response on visual trials and auditory trials) that was significantly 
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greater than zero (p<0.0001, Student’s t-test; Figure 11c). Thus, visually driven neuronal 

responses in V1 are enhanced when the mouse is attending to visual targets. 

 

Figure 12: The auditory cue tone increases responses to visual stimuli late in 
the trial. (a) Average time-course of anticipation responsive neurons on visual (black) 
and auditory (purple) trials with at least 8 distractors from a separate cohort of naïve 

mice (n=393/633, 9 mice); *p<0.001, paired t-test. (b) Average time-course of all late 
anticipation responsive neurons to all late distractor stimuli for naïve mice (n=242/633); 

*p<0.001, paired t-test. 

Differences in neuronal activity across trial modality cannot be explained by 

sensory effects of the auditory cue. To investigate the sensory contribution of the cue in 

the absence of attention, I imaged V1 neurons in a separate cohort of naïve mice as they 

passively viewed a movie of the cross-modal task. In these naïve mice, distractor-driven 

V1 neuron responses were actually smaller on visual trials compared to auditory trials 

(n=393 neurons, p<0.001, paired t-test; Figure 12a). Similarly, in these mice, visually-

driven responses were larger on auditory trials (n=242 neurons, p<0.0001, paired t-test; 

Figure 12b) and across neurons the average SIVA was less than zero (p<0.0001, Student’s 

t-test; Figure 11c). The distribution of SIVA for neurons from naïve mice was also 

significantly shifted toward more negative (auditory-preferring) values when compared 
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to neurons from behaving mice (p<0.0001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; Figure 11c). 

Moreover, while there were similar proportions of significantly modulated cells in 

behaving and naïve mice, I found that there were many more +SIVA neurons in the 

behaving mice (behavior – 15.0% modulated, 38/52 with +SIVA I; naïve – 16.1% 

modulated, 5/39 with +SIVA, Figure 13). Thus, observed increases in V1 neuron activity 

during the anticipation phase of the task are due to changes in selective attention, and 

may even be competing against the suppressive effects of multi-sensory interactions.  

 

Figure 13: Attentional modulation of responsive or suppressed neurons in 
behaving and naive mice. Fraction of neurons that were significantly positively (black) 
or negatively (purple) modulated on visual trials in behaving (solid) and naïve (dashed) 

mice. 

Finally, I addressed the population of cells that were suppressed during the late 

phase of the anticipation period. In this population, I found no significant difference 

between attend-visual and attend-auditory trials during the late response window (dF/F 

visual: -2.3±0.1%; dF/F auditory: -2.2±0.1%; p=0.37, paired t-test, n=291 cells; Figure 14a). 

There were neurons that were significantly modulated across attentional conditions 

(11.1% modulated, Figure 13), however there was a similar proportion of modulated 
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suppressed cells in the naïve dataset (10.9% modulated) and the fraction of +SIVA and -

SIVA cells were balanced within both groups (behaving: 16/35 with +SIVA; naïve: 2/5 with 

+SIVA, Figure 14b). Thus, I conclude that attention increases the activity of visually-

driven V1 neurons and has no net effect on the activity of suppressed cells.  

 

Figure 14: Attention does not modulate suppressed V1 neurons. (a) Average 
time-course of suppressed neurons on visual (black) and auditory (purple) trials aligned 
to trial start for trials with at least 8 distractor stimuli. Only neurons from experiments 

with 100 ms stimuli included. Response late in anticipation period (gray shaded region) 
is not significantly different across visual and auditory trials (p=0.37, paired t-test). Error 
is S.E.M. across cells. (b) Cumulative distribution of SI of suppressed neurons across late 
trial window. Average SI (filled triangle) is not significantly different from zero (p=0.31, 

n=316, Student's t-test). 

3.3 Visual attention increases activity in task-relevant neurons 

While distractor-responsive V1 neurons had a greater average response on visual 

trials, there was substantial diversity in the magnitude and direction of attentional 

modulation. Thus, I next sought to determine whether neurons’ functional properties 

could explain this diversity in modulation. I hypothesized that attention may 

preferentially increase responses of V1 neurons that are useful for performing the task. 

Because orientation tuning is an important feature for differentiating targets and 
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distractors, I next analyzed responses to drifting gratings presented in a passive session 

following the behavior. These experiments allowed us to measure each neuron’s full 

orientation tuning curve (0-180°) because task orientations were only varied between 0-

90° (Figure 15a). I then binned late-responsive neurons by their preferred orientation to 

test the hypothesis that attentional modulation is specific to task-informative neurons. 

All orientation preference groups had similar numbers of late responsive neurons (0°, 

n=41; 45°, n = 60; 90°, n = 81; 135°, n = 67), though 0°-preferring cells had the greatest 

response to the late distractor stimulus (Figure 15c). 

 

Figure 15: Tuned neurons with various orientation preferences respond to 
distractor stimuli. (a) Schematic of passive orientation tuning experiment. (b) 

Orientation tuning of two example neurons. Curves are von Mises fits. Error is S.E.M. 
across trials. c) Average time-course of late distractor response for the groups of tuned 

neurons sorted into preference groups. Error is S.E.M. across cells. 

Neurons’ attentional modulation depended on their orientation preference. On 

average, only neurons with orientation preference that matched the task stimuli (i.e. 0°-, 

45°-, and 90°-preferring neurons) had a significantly positive attentional modulation 

(average SIVA, 0°: p<0.01; 45°: p<0.01; 90°: p<0.05; 135°: p=0.53; Student’s t-test, Figure 
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16a). This difference in the magnitude of attention modulation was largely explained by 

the fraction of neurons with positive or negative selectivity within each group. Zero-

preferring neurons had significantly more positively than negatively modulated 

neurons and 45°- and 90°-preferring neurons showed the same trend (0°: p<0.05; 45°: 

p=0.14; 90°: p=34; 135°: p=0.86, Chi-squared test; Figure 16b). The magnitude of 

selectivity was similar across orientation preference groups when positive and negative 

selectivity neurons were assessed independently (positive- p=0.36; negative- p=0.87; one-

way ANOVA; Figure 16c). Thus, neurons that prefer task orientations are more likely to 

be positively modulated by attention than those that prefer orientations not used in the 

task. 

 

Figure 16: Attention modulation depends on orientation tuning. (a) Mean SIVA 
for each group shown in c. *p<0.05, Student’s t-test. Error is S.E.M. across cells. (b) 

Fraction of cells in each orientation preference group with positive or negative SIVA. (c) 
Mean positive or negative SIVA for each orientation preference group. 

3.4 Visual attention increases activity of SOM+ interneurons 

Changes in attention-related V1 neuron activity is could be due to a modulatory 

input that acts through local V1 microcircuits. Somatostatin expressing (SOM+) 
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interneurons are an important node in this circuitry and can exert inhibitory control over 

other cell types, including pyramidal projection neurons (Kuchibhotla et al., 2016; Pfeffer 

et al., 2013). To address whether SOM+ neurons are specifically modulated by cross-

modal attention I trained a second cohort of SOM-Cre mice in the cross-modal attention 

task for use in imaging experiments, three of which demonstrated an effect of attention 

(had a significantly lower hit rate on invalid compared to valid trials, data not shown). I 

used these mice to drive viral expression of either GCaMP or tdTomato specifically in 

SOM+ neurons and thus label them (see Methods; Taniguchi et al., 2011). V1 neurons at 

the injection site expressed GCaMP6s alone (Figure 17a, top) or a combination of a 

tdTomato label with GCaMP7f (Figure 17a, bottom). Thus, the activity of SOM+ neurons 

could be isolated from all other neurons within each imaging experiment. I then 

analyzed the activity of SOM+ in response to the distractor stimuli, when visual-

stimulus driven attentional modulation can be isolated across visual and auditory trials. 

SOM+ neurons varied in their time-course of activity during the anticipation phase of 

the trial (n=XX neurons, X mice; Figure 17c). A proportion of the selected neurons were 

significantly driven by the first distractor stimulus (n=80/181 neurons; Figure 17b) or 

only significantly driven late in the trial (n=65/181 neurons; Figure 17b). Finally, a 

fraction of SOM+ neurons were suppressed during the trial (n=36/181 neurons; Figure 

17b).  
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Figure 17: Identification of SOM+ interneurons during behavior. (a) Top: 
Expression of GCaMP6s in SOM+ neurons only in an example mouse. Middle and 

bottom: expression of GCaMP7f in all neurons and tdTomato in SOM+ neurons in an 
example mouse. (b) Heatmap of dF/F during the anticipation period for trials with at 
least 8 distractors for all neurons (n=181, 3 mice) recorded during behavior sorted by 

response amplitude during the late anticipation period. Tick marks indicate anticipation 
responsive cells. 

Attention increased the activity of SOM+ V1 neurons, but with different 

dynamics than observed in the general population. On average, SOM+ neurons had an 

increased response on visual trials compared to auditory trials late in the anticipation 

period (n=145; p<0.01, paired t-test; Figure 18a). I then found the average time-course of 

responses to late distractor stim across late responsive neurons to determine if the 

difference in activity across visual and auditory trials was stimulus evoked, or due to 

another, slower effect that is captured by the dynamics of the calcium indicator. 

Interestingly, there was no difference in the late, visually-driven activity of late 

responsive SOM+ neurons (n = 42; p=0.51, paired t-test; Figure 18b) and the average SIVA 

for late responses was not different from zero (mean SIVA= -0.18, p=0.58, Student’s t-test; 

Figure 18c). Thus, attentional state does alter the activity of SOM+ V1 neurons, but the 
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dynamics of the modulation is characteristically different from the attentional 

modulation observed in the non-specific dataset that likely includes a mixture of 

pyramidal projection neurons and various types of interneurons.  

 

Figure 18: SOM+ neurons are modulated by attentional state. (a) Average time-
course of anticipation responsive neurons on visual (black) and auditory (purple) trials 
with at least 8 distractors. Shaded gray area is analysis window. Significance is tested 

across all task-responsive neurons (145/181); *p<0.01, paired t-test. Error is S.E.M. across 
cells. (b) Average time-course of all late anticipation responsive neurons to all late 

distractor stimuli for behaving mice (n=42/181). Shaded gray area is analysis window. (c) 
Cumulative distribution of SIVA of responsive neurons from behaving or naïve mice 
calculated from late distractor stimuli shown in (b). Arrows indicate mean SIVA for 

behaving and naïve mice. *p<0.05, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 

In naïve wild-type mice I observed that the auditory cue tone increases the late, 

distractor-driven activity of V1 neurons (Figure 12). To determine if this sensory-driven 

modulation of V1 activity is present in SOM+ neurons specifically, in a separate cohort 

of naïve SOM-Cre mice I imaged the activity of SOM+ V1 neurons as they passively 

viewed a movie of the cross-modal task. Across neurons that were task-driven, there 

was no significant difference between the time-course of responses to distractor stimuli 

across visual and auditory trial types (n=110; p<0.05, paired t-test; Figure 19a). However, 

there was a significant increase in the late stimulus-aligned responses on auditory trials 
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across late responsive SOM+ neurons (n=66, p<0.01, paired t-test; Figure 19b) and the 

mean SIVA across late responsive SOM+ neurons was significantly less than zero (p<XX, 

Student’s t-test; Figure 18c).  Furthermore, the average SIVA for SOM+ neurons from 

naive mice was significantly less than the average SIVA for SOM+ neurons during 

behavior, suggesting that engagement with the tone to cue attention alters the impact it 

has on SOM+ V1 neurons (p<0.05, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; Figure 18c). Increased 

activity of naïve SOM+ neurons on auditory trials parallels the observed modulation in 

the naïve cohort of mice where neurons were unlabeled (Figure 11c). Thus, the auditory 

tone seems to have a general effect of increasing activity in V1 neurons of naïve mice.   

 

Figure 19: The auditory cue tone increases SOM+ neuron responses to visual 
stimuli late in the trial. (a) Average time-course of anticipation responsive neurons on 

visual (black) and auditory (purple) trials with at least 8 distractors from a separate 
cohort of naïve mice (n= 110/165, 4 mice); *p<0.001, paired t-test. (b) Average time-course 

of all late anticipation responsive neurons to all late distractor stimuli for naïve mice 
(n=66/165); *p<0.001, paired t-test. 

3.5 Discussion 

Here I showed that attention preferentially modulates functionally defined V1 

cell-types. In one cohort of mice that expressed attention in the cross-modal attention 

task I imaged unlabeled V1 neurons. I showed that V1 neurons on average increase their 
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activity as the mouse directs its attention toward the visual stimulus. Attention 

modulation of V1 neurons was only apparent late in the trial (~1.5 seconds in). The late 

effect of attention in these neurons was due, at least in part, to a difference in the 

visually-driven activity late in the trial. This demonstrates for the first time that goal-

directed attention across visual and auditory modalities is sufficient to induce 

modulation of V1 neurons.  

Somewhat surprisingly, neurons that responded to the distractor stimulus 

(always a 0° grating) had a broad distribution in orientation preference when tested in a 

passive experiment. However, neurons that preferred stimuli that were actually used in 

the task as distractors or targets were the only groups neurons that were significantly 

modulated by attention on average. This average effect was due to an increase in the 

number of neurons with a bias to increase their activity on visual trials for groups that 

preferred 0°, 45°, or 90°. This suggests that cross-modal attention modulates task-

relevant neurons, despite attention being cued, more generally toward or away from 

vision. 

In a separate cohort of mice, I image SOM+ interneurons as they performed the 

cross-modal attention task. At first look, SOM+ neurons were modulated in the same 

direction as the unlabeled neurons in the first cohort of mice – on average there was a 

slow increase in the visually-driven activity on visual trials, apparent only late in the 

trial. However, the late visual stimulus aligned activity showed no difference between 
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visual and auditory trials. This suggests that there are slower effects that mediate 

attentional modulation of SOM+ neuron compared to other neurons. Future experiments 

will need to be done to try and elucidate the mechanism. 

3.6 Materials & Methods 

3.6.1 Animals and surgeries 

All experimental procedures were carried out under a protocol approved by 

Duke University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Mice with an effect of 

attention (see Chapter 2.4.1) were used for further imaging experiments. An additional 

cohort of 7 SOM-Cre mice were added for the experiments in this chapter. They were the 

F1 offspring of SOM-Cre (Jackson Labs #013044) and CBA/CaJ (Jackson Labs #000654).  

Mice were implanted with chronic cranial windows as previously described (see 

Chapter 2.4.2.  

3.6.2 Sensory Stimulation 

Visual and auditory stimuli were presented as described in Chapter 2.4.3. All 

sensory stimuli were delivered, and synced to imaging acquisition when applicable, via 

custom software created in MWorks (http://mworks-project.org). 

3.6.3 Retinotopic Mapping 

After at least 1 week of recovery from surgery and habituation to head restraint, 

visual cortex was retinotopically mapped by wide-field imaging of intrinsic 

autofluorescence or GCaMP signals through the cranial window (Andermann et al., 

http://mworks-project.org/
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2011). While head-restrained on a running wheel, mice passively viewed vertical (0°) 

drifting gratings at 2-4 retinotopic locations (30° diameter; 5° and 35° in azimuth and 

either 15° or ±15° elevation). For intrinsic autofluorescence imaging, stimuli were 

presented for 10 s, with 10 s of mean luminance between each presentation. Changes 

fluorescence were monitored by illuminating the cortex with blue light (white light 

(Exfo) or 473 nm LED (Thorlabs) with a 462±15 nm band filter (Edmund Optics)) and 

collecting emitted green and red light (500 nm longpass filter), monitored with a CCD 

camera (Rolera EMC-2, Qimaging) at 2 Hz through a 5x air immersion objective (0.14 

numerical aperture (NA), Mitutoyo), using Micromanager acquisition software (NIH). 

Visually-driven changes in cortical activity were measured by calculating the 

normalized change in fluorescence (dF/F), where F is the average fluorescence of the 

whole movie, during stimulus presentation for each position. For GCaMP imaging, the 

setup was the same, except the stimulus was presented for 5 s, with a 5 s inter-stimulus 

interval, and the emitted light was collected via a green bandpass filter (530±15 nm, 

Edmund Optics).  

3.6.4 Virus Expression 

 For all behaving mice used in cell-type nonspecific experiments, I 

targeted injections of AAV1.Syn.GCaMP6m.WPRE.SV40 (titer: 1.1-2.2x1013 GC/ml) into 

lateral V1 using the intrinsic signal retinotopic map and vasculature pattern as a guide. 

Naïve wildtype mice received injections of GCaMP6m, or AAV1.Syn.NES-
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jRGECO1a.WPRE.AV40 (titer: ~6.5x1012 GC/ml) into V1. Som-Cre mice used for 

identifying SOM+ neurons were injected with either 

AAV9.CAG.flex.tdTomato.WPRE.bG (titer: 1.8x1013 GC/ml) and  

AAV1.Syn.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 (titer: 6.2x1013 GC/ml) or 

pGP.AAV.Syn.jGCaMP7f.WPRE (title: 1.9x1013 GC/ml) alone. Virus was diluted 3:1 with 

Texas Red dye (10 mM in saline, Life Technologies) and loaded into a glass pipette 

(World Precision Instruments (WPI)) with a broken, beveled tip ~20 μm in diameter. The 

pipette was inserted into a Hamilton syringe which was mounted in a syringe pump 

(WPI). Following removal of the glass window, the pipette was lowered into the 

craniotomy and 100 nl of virus was injected at two depths (250 and 450 μm) at a rate of 

100 nl/minute. The pipette was left in the tissue for 5-10 minutes and the dye was 

visualized to check for diffusion into the tissue. Finally, a new glass window was 

replaced into the craniotomy and sealed with cement. 

3.6.5 Two-photon Imaging 

Fluorescence of genetically encoded calcium indicators was monitored in 

populations of neurons with a two-photon microscope (Neurolabware) and collected 

with Scanbox acquisition software. Excitation laser light (Mai Tai eHP DeepSee, 

Newport; tuned to 920 nm for GCaMP or 1020-1040 nm for jRGECO or tdTomato) was 

raster scanned with a resonant galvonometer (8 kHz, Cambridge Technologies) onto the 

brain via a 16x or 25x (0.8 or 1.1 NA, Nikon) water-immersion objective into a 
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rectangular plane 582±54 by 273±34 μm in size (X by Y; range: X: 278-1030 μm, Y: 117-

581 μm) and 257±7 μm  below the pial surface (range: 198-303 μm). Laser power out of 

the objective ranged from 30 to 80 mW. Emitted light was passed to a dichroic mirror 

(562 nm cut-off (Semrock)) and directed toward GaAsP photomultiplier tubes (H10770B-

40, Hamamatsu) via either a green (510±42 nm (Semrock)) or red (607±35 nm (Semrock)) 

bandpass filter. Images were acquired at 30 Hz and aligned to behavioral and visual 

variables. 

 

3.6.6 Behavioral Task 

All behaving mice were either water (n=5 mice) or food (n=3) scheduled and 

trained in the cross-modal attention task as described in Chapter 2.4.4. For neuronal 

analyses, a narrow reaction window (visual: 200-550 ms, auditory: 150-450 ms) was also 

used to ensure that the majority of releases in this window were due to stimulus-driven 

behaviors and have independent reaction windows for each stimulus presentation 

within the trial.  

SOM-Cre mice were tested for attention as described in Chapter 2 for the wild-

type mice. Only mice with a significant difference in hit rate across valid and invalid 

trials were included in this chapter. 

Three of the 8 mice with attention were trained and imaged without rewarding 

invalid hits and were tested with rewarded invalid trials in later sessions. The fraction of 
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attention modulated V1 neurons was similar for these two groups. Thus, I considered all 

5 mice together for imaging analyses. 

During imaging sessions, the position of the visual stimulus was optimized to 

best activate the imaged neurons by performing a brief retinotopy experiment at the 

beginning of each session. The same position was used for both the behavior and 

passive tuning experiments. Behavior sessions during imaging were on average 49±3 

minutes (range: 30-60 minutes, 2-4 sessions per mouse, 309±20 (range: 180-434) trials per 

session). Naïve imaging sessions were on average 53±3 minutes (range: 30-66 minutes, 1-

3 sessions per mouse, 379±30 trials (range: 190-500)).  

3.6.7 Data Processing and Analysis 

All analyses were performed with custom code written in MATLAB 

(Mathworks). 

3.6.7.1 Behavior 

Imaging sessions were manually cropped to include only stable periods of 

behavior performance as described in Chapter 2.4.6.1. Trial outcomes were also 

determined using the same methods. 

3.6.7.2 Two-photon Imaging 

3.6.7.2.1 Registration and segmentation  
Image stacks were registered for x-y motion to one stable, 100-frame average 

reference image, using Fourier domain subpixel 2D rigid body registration. dF/F was 
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calculated on a trial-by-trial basis by defining F as the average fluorescence one second 

prior to trial start. Maximum (Max) dF/F images were found by finding the maximum 

pixel value across specific task windows (trial start, late anticipation, or target aligned) 

or passive direction stimulus types. Max dF/F images were used to manually segment 

and create masks of cell body ROIs. The same masks were used for the behavior and 

passive tuning experiments. For experiments with SOM+ neurons labeled with 

tdTomato, additional red-filtered images were collected simultaneously with green 

GCaMP imaging and registered for x-y motion. Red images were average to create an 

additional image for segmenting SOM+ cell body ROIs.  

Pixels within a cell mask were averaged for each registered frame to get the time-

course of activity for each cell. Neuropil contamination for each ROI was calculated by 

first creating a buffer ring of 4 pixels around each cell body, creating a neuropil ring 6 

pixels around the buffer that excluded other ROIs, estimating the scaling factor (by 

maximizing the skew of the subtraction between the cell and neuropil time-course), and 

finally, subtracting the weighted neuropil time-course from the cell’s time-course. 

Finally, remaining contamination from brain motion was removed by discarding trials 

with large, fast changes in dF/F across all cells, which could only be due to changes in 

the imaging plane and not task-driven neuronal responses. 

3.6.7.2.2 Passive orientation tuning 
We generated orientation tuning curves for each cell from responses to passively 

viewed drifting grating. Single trial responses for each cell were measured as the mean 
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dF/F 0-1333 ms after stimulus onset. Stimuli moving in opposite directions were treated 

as the same orientation, and average responses to each orientation were found for each 

cell. Responses below zero were set to zero and these response distributions were fit 

with a von Mises function to get orientation tuning curves 

𝐵𝐵 + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅κ(cos(2(θ−μ)−1)) 

where B is the baseline response, R is the modulation rate, κ is the concentration, 

and μ is the preferred orientation. 

To determine the reliability of this tuning we bootstrapped the fit by resampling 

trials 1000 times. A cell was considered to be reliably tuned if the resampled peak of the 

fit was within 30° of the actual fit 90% of the time. Tuned cells were then grouped into 

four orientation preference bins (0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°) by finding the closest orientation 

to the cell’s fit peak. 

3.6.7.2.3 Task neuronal activity 
Short-latency, visually-evoked responses to task stimuli (i.e. first distractor, late 

distractor (5th-10th), or target) were measured as the average response 100-200 ms after 

stimulus onset. Long-latency, visually-evoked responses to the anticipation period were 

measured as the average response 1400-2833 ms after trial start on trials with at least 8 

distractor stimuli. Cells were considered significantly responsive if the mean dF/F 

during the response window was statistically greater than baseline window (-33-67 ms 

before the task event) using a one-sided paired t-test across trials. Cells were considered 

target responsive if their response to either easy (>32°), hard (8°-32°), or all targets was 
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significantly greater than baseline (Bonferroni corrected paired t-test). Cells were 

considered suppressed if the average response 1400-2833 ms during the anticipation 

phase was significantly below baseline. Both visual and auditory trials were used to find 

distractor responsive and suppressed cells, whereas only visual trials were used to find 

target responsive cells. All analyses were performed on responses from hit or miss trials. 

Attention modulation was measured as a selectivity index (SI) between visual 

and auditory trials for late distractor responsive neurons (Poort et al., 2015). The 

difference in mean response (𝑅𝑅�𝑉𝑉) between visual (V) and auditory (A) trials was 

normalized by the standard deviation of pooled visual and auditory responses (𝑠𝑠𝑉𝑉𝐹𝐹) to 

account for variable responses across trials, where: 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =
 𝑅𝑅�𝑉𝑉 − 𝑅𝑅�𝐹𝐹
𝑠𝑠𝑉𝑉𝐹𝐹

 

Cells were considered significantly modulated if their SI was consistently 

positive or negative across 95% of bootstrapped SI (Figures 13). For suppressed cells 

attention modulation was calculated during a late window of the anticipation phase 

(1400-2833 ms after trial start). 
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4. A neuronal population code of cross-modal 
representation and read-out in V1 
4.1 Introduction 

Recent advances in the simultaneous recording of activity of large populations of 

neurons has greatly broadened our understanding of how sensory information could be 

used for behavior (Panzeri et al., 2017). Linear classification of population activity is a 

simple way to link categorical task parameters to patterns of neural activity. For 

example, a linear decoder of V1 population activity can accurately predict stimulus 

orientation (Graf et al., 2011). This model performed better when co-fluctuations of 

activity between neurons was accounted for. Thus, additional information is present in 

the population activity that is not present at the single neuron level. Population analyses 

in the context of attention may reveal mechanisms for the processing of visual activity 

and how it is used for behavior.  

Two major (non-mutually exclusive) hypotheses for the neuronal basis of 

attention posit that its behavioral effects could be due to enhancement in 1) the signal-to-

noise of the sensory cortex population response or 2) the efficiency of the downstream 

decoder in reading out that activity. Attentional modulation of visual cortical activity 

could support either hypothesis, either through direct impact on the stimulus 

representation or read-out of V1, or by reflecting changes in the downstream decoder. 

Differences in the representation and read-out of V1 information across attentional states 

can be determined by decoding stimulus and choice related activity in one state and 
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comparing the predictions those models make in the other state. Changes in the 

distributions of how neurons are weighted for a particular stimulus or choice can reveal 

whether attention modulates the encoding of visual information or the use of that 

information, respectively (Ruff et al., 2018). 

The observed attentional modulation of the activity of task-relevant V1 neurons 

in Chapter 3 might support either hypothesis. Here I took a regression-based approach 

to test how attention-dependent changes in V1 neuronal activity alter representation and 

read-out of sensory stimuli. Unexpectedly, I could predict both visual and auditory 

stimuli and choices from the same populations of V1 neurons. The codes for visual and 

auditory stimuli and choices were separable, providing potential evidence for 

attentional changes in representation and read-out. However, I found that visual 

stimulus prediction remained constant but choice prediction did not when attended 

versus unattended visual targets were tested with each model. Thus, our model suggests 

that cross-modal attention alters read-out and not representation of visual information. 

4.2 Both visual and auditory stimuli and choices are predicted 
from V1 population activity 

I assessed the accuracy of representation in V1 by decoding the activity of 

simultaneously recorded populations of neurons in response to single stimulus 

presentations during behavior to predict the whether the stimulus was a target or 

distractor (“stimulus model,” Figure 20a-b). I also used the same neuronal population 

responses to predict whether the choice was yes or no (“choice model,” Figure 20a, c) as 
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a measure of the accuracy of read-out. Differences in the performance of these models 

across visual and auditory trials reflect differences in how task information can be 

extracted from V1 neurons and can thus reveal how modulation of V1 neuron 

populations might support changes in attention across modalities.  

 

Figure 20: V1 population responses used to fit a linear model of stimulus or 
choice. (a) Linear models were trained to discriminate between targets (T) and 

distractors (D) (“Stimulus Model”, blue) or yeses (Y) and noes (N) (“Choice Model”, red) 
using responses (R1-Rn) from populations of neurons (N1-Nn), assigning a weight (W1-

Wn) to each for predicting which type of stimulus or choice occurred (logP). (b) Average 
response of modeled neurons from an example session to visual (left) or auditory (right) 
distractors (RD) and targets (RT), sorted by weight in the visual stimulus model. Neurons 
are color-coded and have the same number ID (Nn) across visual and auditory stimulus 
models. Shaded error is S.E.M. across trials. (c) Same as b for responses to noes (Rno) or 

yeses (Ryes), sorted by weight in the visual choice model. Neurons have the same number 
ID (Nn) across stimulus and choice models. 

For both models, I selected a subpopulation of strongly task-driven (i.e. target- or 

distractor-responsive), orientation tuned neurons from each imaging session, trained a 

generalized linear model to discriminate the stimulus or choice for all but one 

presentation, and then used the fit weights to test held-out presentations (see Methods). 

The population of V1 neurons performed well above chance at predicting the type of 
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visual trial stimulus (distractor (D) or target (T), AllV- p<0.0001; Student’s t-test; n = 5 

mice, 14 sessions; Figure 21a). The model performed above chance for all visual stimulus 

types (Distractor (DV): p<0.0001; Hard Target (HTV): p<0.05; Easy Target (ETV): p<0.0001; 

Student’s t-test) but significantly worse on hard visual targets (one-way ANOVA 

(p<0.001) with post-hoc Tukey test: hard target compared to all others: p<0.01). In naïve 

mice (untrained animals, passively viewing task stimuli), the stimulus model performed 

well above chance across all presentations (p<0.0001; Student’s t-test; Figure 21b), but 

performed at chance at detecting hard visual targets (DV: p<0.0001; HTV: p=0.98; ETV: 

p<0.0001; Student’s t-test). Thus, there is information in V1 about whether the stimulus is 

a visual target or distractor. Further, information about the stimulus is enhanced in the 

behaving condition. 

 

Figure 21: V1 neurons predict task visual stimuli in behaving and naïve mice. 
(a) Fraction of stimuli correctly identified when trained and tested on visual trials, 

binned by stimulus type (distractors (DV), Hard Targets (8-32°, HTV), and Easy Targets 
(33-90°, ETV)) or combined across all trials. Solid gray lines connect data from individual 
imaging sessions (n=14). Colored points indicate that the model performed significantly 

better than chance (0.5) across experiments; all points: p<0.05. Error is S.E.M. across 
experiments. (b) Performance of the visual stimulus model when trained with neurons 

from naïve mice (n=11 sessions). Colored points: p<0.0001. 
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I also found that there is information in V1 that can be used to predict the 

mouse’s choice on visual trials: whether it responded yes (i.e. hits and false alarms) or no 

(i.e. misses and correct rejects; AllV- p< 0.0001; Student’s t-test, Figure 22a). Similar to the 

stimulus model, the choice model performed well on visual distractor (p<0.0001) and 

easy visual target (p<0.0001) test stimuli, but performed worse on hard visual targets 

(p=0.029 compared to chance, Student’s t-test; one-way ANOVA (p<0.01) with post-hoc 

Tukey test: hard target compared to others: p<0.05). This demonstrates that fluctuations 

in V1 neuron activity are tightly linked to perception of the visual stimulus.  

 

Figure 22: V1 neurons predict mouse’s choice on visual or auditory trials. (a) 
Fraction of choices correctly identified when trained and tested on visual trials, binned 
by stimulus type (distractors (DV), Hard Targets (8-32°, HTV), and Easy Targets (33-90°, 

ETV)) or combined across all trials. Solid gray lines connect data from individual 
imaging sessions (n=14). Colored points indicate that the model performed significantly 
better than chance (0.5) across experiments; p<0.001. Error is S.E.M. across experiments. 
(b) Same as (a) for auditory choices. Note that HTA were not tested due to low numbers 

in some experiments. 

To address how these population representations might change across 

attentional conditions, I next trained a model to discriminate the auditory distractor (DA) 

from target (TA) stimuli. Notably, since the visual stimuli accompanying auditory 
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distractors and targets are identical (i.e. vertical gratings), and V1 neurons are not 

known to explicitly represent auditory stimuli, I did not expect that there would be 

information in V1 for discriminating auditory targets from distractors. Thus, it was 

surprising that I was still able to discriminate auditory targets and distractors above 

chance on auditory trials (AllA- p<0.0001, Student’s t-test; Figure 23a), and the model 

performed only slightly better at predicting auditory targets than distractors (paired t-

test, p<0.05). Unlike the visual condition, data from naïve animals could not be used 

identify auditory stimuli (p=0.18; Student’s t-test; Figure 23b). This suggests that 

behaving or training in this task gates the propagation of information about the auditory 

stimulus into V1.  

 

Figure 23: V1 neurons predict auditory stimuli in behaving mice. (a) Fraction of 
stimuli correctly identified when trained and tested on auditory trials, binned by 

stimulus type (distractors (DA), Hard Targets (8-32°, HTA), and Easy Targets (33-90°, 
ETA)) or combined across all trials. Solid gray lines connect data from individual 

imaging sessions (n=14). Colored points indicate that the model performed significantly 
better than chance (0.5) across experiments; all points: p<0.001. Error is S.E.M. across 

experiments. Note that HTA were not tested due to low numbers in some experiments. 
(b) Performance of the auditory stimulus model when trained with neurons from naïve 

mice (n=11 sessions).  
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As with visual trials, I also found that there is information in V1 about the 

mouse’s choices on auditory trials (AllA: p<0.0001; DA: p<0.01; ETA: p<0.001; Student’s t-

test; Figure 22b). The ability to predict choice cannot simply be explained by signals in 

V1 reflecting whether the mouse was rewarded or not, since many of the presentations 

in which the mouse responded “yes” were not rewarded (i.e. correct rejects). However, a 

trivial explanation for these signals could be a motor feedback signal, since all “yes” 

responses involve releasing the lever. To address this possibility, I analyzed the 

performance for each stimulus and choice model in varying time windows following 

stimulus presentation. For both the visual and auditory trials, both stimulus and choice 

information could be predicted before the earliest allowed reaction time (minimum 

reaction time: visual = 200ms, auditory=150ms; time when model performance is above 

55% correct: 52±6ms, visual detect: 60±10ms, auditory target: 98±14ms, auditory detect: 

110±15ms; n=14 sessions; Figure 24). Thus, neuronal activity in V1 is sufficient to predict 

both the stimulus presented and the animal’s choice on both visual and auditory trials. 

Moreover, the model is likely using sensory signals, and other signals that precede the 

decision, rather than motor or reward-related activity to discriminate choice. 
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Figure 24: Stimuli and choices can be predicted before rewards occur in both 
visual and auditory models. (a) Performance of the stimulus model trained on visual 

trials for different 100 ms response windows relative to the time the stimulus comes on 
the screen. Each gray line is one experiment; black is average and error is S.E.M. across 

experiments. Gray shaded region indicates the window used for all other analyses. 
Triangle indicates minimum reaction time on visual trials. Blue line and shaded region 
indicate average time from target when the model performed better than 0.55. (b) Same 

as a, for the auditory stimulus model. (c-d) Same as (a-b), for the choice models. 
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4.3 Linearly separable codes for visual and auditory stimuli and 
choices in V1 

 

Figure 25: Neuronal weights for stimuli and choices are uncorrelated across 
modalities. (a) Comparison of weight for each task-responsive neuron (late distractor or 

target responsive) in the stimulus model when trained with visual or auditory trials. 
Line is linear fit across all points (R=0.097, p<0.05). (b) Same as a for the choice model 

(R=0.22,p<0.0001). (c) Histogram of the angle (θ) between visual and auditory stimulus 
weights (WV and WA), transformed to lie between 0 and 1.6 (π/2) radians (Rad.). Neurons 
with θ near 0 have larger WV, near 1.6 have larger WA, and near 0.8 (π/4) have equivalent 

weights. Inset: equation to calculate θ. (d) Same as c for choice weights. Inset: example 
neuron weights transformed to θ. (e) Visual stimulus and choice weights for all late-
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distractor responsive neurons (determined by bootstrapping model, R=0.63, p<0.0001). 
(f) Same as a, for auditory weights (R=0.80, p<0.0001). 

The presence of a population code in V1 for auditory stimuli and choices is only 

surprising if it is truly independent from the population code for visual stimuli and 

choices.  While our analysis argues against a contribution of reward or motor-related 

signals, there are other shared sensory signals that might contribute to the prediction of 

auditory information from V1 activity. For instance, efferent copy or reward prediction 

signals might significantly precede the movement. In addition, visual and auditory 

distractors are identical (i.e. both are vertical gratings without an auditory tone), and 

therefore information supporting the identification of visual distractors might contribute 

to the identification of auditory distractors. If the discrimination of auditory stimuli and 

choices were due to such shared signals, then I would expect a strong correlation 

between the weights of each neuron for predicting visual or auditory information. 

However, auditory and visual weights were only weakly correlated with each other 

when predicting either the stimulus or the choice (stimulus: explains 0.95% of the 

variance; R=0.097, p<0.05; Figure 25a; choice: explains 4.8% of variance; R=0.22, p<0.0001; 

Pearson correlation; Figure 25b). To further measure the independence of weights across 

modalities, I measured the vector angle across visual and auditory weights for both 

stimulus and choice models. If the weights were significantly correlated, then I would 

expect a peak at π/4 (where auditory and visual weights are equal). However, the 

distribution of vector weights was relatively flat, suggesting that weights are 
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independent across modalities (Figure 25c-d). One possible explanation for this weak 

correlation would be if there are many possible solutions to the regression. However, 

this is not the case since I find that the weights for stimuli and choices were both highly 

correlated within modality (visual- R=0.63; auditory- R=0.80; Figure 25e-f). This suggests 

that there are separable codes in V1 for visual and auditory stimuli and choices. 

 

Figure 26: The neural code for stimulus and choice is separable across 
modalities. (a) Left: Performance of stimulus model trained with visual trials when 

tested with visual or auditory trials. Right: Performance of stimulus model trained on 
auditory trials when tested with visual or auditory trials. Colored circles indicate 

performance above chance (p<0.0001) and error is S.E.M. across experiments. (b) Same as 
e, for the choice model. Colored points: p<0.0001. 

If the codes are truly separable, then the weights derived from training on one 

modality should be unable to predict the opposite modality. Indeed, neither model 

could predict the opposite modality’s stimuli or choices above chance (train visual, test 

auditory: stimulus – p=0.069, choice – p=0.40; train auditory, test visual: stimulus – 

p=0.074, choice – p=0.48; Student’s t-test; Figure 26a-b). I also tested the independence of 

these models by comparing the visual or auditory trained model to a model trained on a 

combination of auditory and visual trials. The neuronal weights in the single modality 
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models were greater than in the combination models (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 

post-hoc tests; stimulus (p<0.0001): combination vs. all others – p<0.01; choice (p<0.0001): 

combination vs. visual only – p<0.0001, trend for combination vs. auditory only – p=0.10; 

Figure 27), suggesting that neurons are less predictive in the combination model due to a 

decrease in signal-to-noise. Taken together, these results demonstrate that visual and 

auditory stimuli and choices are represented by unique combinations of the populations 

of V1 neurons. 

 

Figure 27: Stimulus and choice weights are smaller in a combination model 
than in single modality models. (a) Stimulus model was trained with a single modality 
or both modalities together and tested on visual (left) or auditory (right) trials. Each gray 
line is one experiment. Colored circles are above chance; Error is S.E.M. across sessions; 
p<0.05, paired t-test. (b) Same as c, for the choice model. (c) Weight magnitude (absolute 

value of the bootstrapped weight for each neuron) for visual (left), auditory (middle) 
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and combination (right) stimulus models. One-way ANOVA with Tukey's post-hoc 
tests, p<0.01. (d) Same as e, for the choice models. p<0.0001.  

4.4 Model performance on invalidly-cued trials suggests 
attention alters decoding and not encoding of visual signals 

I find that V1 has separable codes representing both stimuli and choices on 

visual and auditory trials. Thus, our data are potentially consistent with both proposed 

hypotheses for how attention alters behavior (i.e. through effects on either 

representation or read-out). To test whether there are effects of attention on both 

representation and read-out, I investigated how each of these models performed when 

tested with the same modality target across attentional states. Specifically, I used 

invalidly-cued visual trials to test if the models performed differently on expected 

versus unexpected targets (Figure 28a). There were too few invalidly-cued visual trials 

to train a new model; instead, I trained the models on stimuli from the validly-cued 

visual or auditory trials and then tested with stimuli from the invalidly-cued trials.  

 

Figure 28: Attention improves the read-out, but not the representation, of 
visual stimuli in V1. (a) Schematic of example visual (top) and invalid visual (bottom) 

trials. (b) Performance of the stimulus model when trained with either visual or auditory 
trials and tested with valid (left) or invalid (middle) visual or valid auditory (right) 
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trials. Colored points: p<0.01 compared to chance, Student’s t-test. (c) Same as b, for the 
choice model; all points: p<0.05 compared to chance. *p<0.05, paired t-test. 

When the stimulus model was trained on validly-cued visual trials, the model 

performed equally well on held-out validly- and invalidly-cued visual stimuli (p=0.82, 

n=5 mice, 9 sessions; paired t-test; Figure 28b). In comparison, invalidly-cued visual 

stimuli could not be predicted from a model trained on validly-cued auditory trials 

(p=0.78, Student’s t-test, Figure 28c). Thus, the stimulus models can only discriminate 

within-modality stimuli irrespective of attentional state. Moreover, the lack of change in 

performance on validly- compared to invalidly-cued visual trials suggests that the 

representation of visual targets and distractors in V1 is not improved with attention. 

 Unlike the stimulus model, when the choice model was trained on validly-cued 

visual trials, it was significantly worse at predicting choices on invalidly-cued trials than 

held-out validly-cued trials (p<0.05, paired t-test; Figure 28c). Yet, when the choice 

model was trained on validly-cued auditory trials and tested with invalidly-cued visual 

trials, it performed similarly to the visual model at predicting choices on validly-cued 

visual trials (p=0.35, paired t-test). Thus, the population code that best discriminates the 

animal’s choice depends on attentional state, not modality. Moreover, since the 

representation of choice in V1 depends on the interaction between V1 and its targets, my 

data suggest that the major effect of attention is to change which population of V1 

neurons effectively drives downstream areas to make a decision. 
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4.5 Discussion 

Using a regression based linear model of V1 population activity, I found that V1 

neurons represent both visual and auditory stimuli and choices across attentional states. 

First of all, it was unexpected to find such a robust prediction of auditory trials in V1. 

Given that auditory stimuli could not be predicted from V1 in naïve mice, it is likely that 

the existence of auditory information in V1 is behavior dependent. Importantly the 

models’ codes for stimuli and choice were separable across visual and auditory trials 

and thus, attentional state. I found that prediction of invalid trials in the choice model, 

but not the stimulus model, was impaired when they were tested in each model type 

and compared to performance on validly-cued visual trials. Thus, I believe my results 

suggest that attention modulates the read-out of visual information rather than the 

representation. 

4.6 Materials & Methods 

4.6.1 Animals and surgeries 

All experimental procedures were carried out under a protocol approved by 

Duke University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Only mice with an 

effect of attention (see Chapter 2.4.1) and expressing GCaMP6m in all neurons were 

used for further modeling experiments.  
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Mice were implanted with chronic cranial windows as previously described in 

Chapter 2.4.2, mapped as described in Chapter 3.6.3, and injected with virus as 

described in Chapter 3.6.4. 

4.6.2 Behavior and two-photon imaging 

Mice used for modeling experiments were trained and imaged as described in 

Chapter 2.4.4 and Chapter 3.6.6. Sensory stimulation also remained the same (see 

Chapter 2.4.3 and Chapter 3.6.2).  

4.6.3 Data processing and analysis 

All analyses were performed with custom code written in MATLAB 

(Mathworks).  

4.6.3.1 Behavior 

Behavior analysis was performed as described in Chapter 3.6.7.1. 

4.6.3.2 Two-photon imaging 

Registration and segmentation, passive orientation tuning, and task neuronal 

activity were performed as described in Chapter 3.6.7.2. 

4.6.3.3 Modeling 

Each experiment was considered separately for the predicting either the stimulus 

presented (stimulus model) or animal’s choice to hold or release the lever (choice model) 

from the single trial responses of simultaneously recorded populations of neurons. For 

each experiment both models were fit with the same data: the responses of a population 
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of neurons to distractor and target presentations. The only difference between the two 

model types was how each stimulus presentation was labeled (stimulus model: target or 

distractor, choice model: yes or no). To process and select the data that went into the 

models, the following steps were taken. First, all stimulus responses were z-scored. 

Next, to reduce bias toward representation of one stimulus type in the response 

distributions I balanced the number of target and distractor stimuli in each model by 

random selection – responses used were 50% distractors, 25% hard targets, and 25% easy 

targets (in many datasets, there were no hard auditory trials and therefore we selected 

50% targets and distractors). Finally, to avoid over-parameterizing the model, we 

limited the number of neurons used (maximum 15 neurons). I specifically selected 

neurons that were either target or late distractor responsive and sharply tuned (90% of 

the resampled estimates of preferred orientation were within 11.25° of the original 

estimate). If more than 15 neurons met these criteria, 15 neurons were randomly selected 

(average number of neurons per dataset: 13±1, range: 8-15). Three naïve experiments did 

not have enough neurons under these conditions and therefore the tuning criteria was 

dropped. However, differences in tuning could not explain the differences I observed 

between behaving and naïve models for predicting hard targets (Figure 23; average 

performance of experiments that pass strict criteria: 44±2%, p=0.99, n=8 experiments, 

Student’s t-test). Three other naïve experiments did not have enough task-responsive 

neurons and therefore were not included in this analysis (minimum 8 neurons). To train 
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the combination-modality model I randomly selected half of the visual trials and half of 

the auditory trials (Figure 27). 

 Using the stimulus responses of these simultaneously recorded neurons, I 

trained a logistic regression to discriminate between task stimuli or choices (using 

MATLAB’s glmfit routine) and extracted a weight for each neuron. Fraction correct was 

determined by applying the neuronal weights from each model to previously untrained 

population responses from the same neurons. Performance of the within-modality 

models was tested by performing a hold-one-out analysis across all selected trials used 

in that model. Cross-modality model tests were performed with all selected trials from 

the opposite modality. No invalidly-cued stimuli were used to train the models and 

could thus be directly tested. Finally, the combination-modality model was tested with 

the half of trials of each modality that was left out of the model fitting procedure. 

Decision criteria were calculated for each experiment as the fraction of trials of the 

predicted variable (e.g. the stimulus model decision criterion was 0.5 for each 

experiment since half of the trials were targets).  

 To calculate a stimulus and choice weight for each neuron in the dataset, I 

took a bootstrapping approach. For each experiment, I randomly sampled 15 neurons 

and calculated their weight for stimulus or choice 1000 times. Thus, each neuron was 

sampled 153±2 times and the average bootstrapped weight was used for analyses in 

Figure 26a-b and Figure 27.   
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5. Conclusions 
I set out to investigate how the processing of visual information changes as an 

animal quickly and flexibly transitions to and from using visual information. Goal-

directed attention has been shown change the activity of sensory neurons, but it is 

unclear whether changes in activity relate more to improvements in the encoding of 

stimuli or to changes in the behavioral read-out of those stimuli.  I therefore developed a 

model of goal-directed attention, whereby mice were cued to use or disregard visual 

information to receive a reward. This allowed me to access the valuable circuit-

dissection toolbox of the mouse in conjunction with a psychophysical framework 

typically reserved for higher-order mammals.  I have established the mouse as a feasible 

model for studying the mechanisms of goal-directed attention and shown that visual 

attention likely modulates the downstream decoding of activity from visual cortex. In 

this chapter I will review my results from Chapters 2 through 4 and discuss how they fit 

into the current literature as well as their limitations. 

5.1 Mice learn to use a cue to shift attention between modalities 

In Chapter 2, I describe the development of a cross-modal attention task for mice. 

I found that mice are able to use a brief cue at the start of a trial to direct their attention 

toward vision or audition. Mice were first trained to perform a cued, cross-modal 

detection task. They were then tested with invalidly cued targets to determine if they 

learned to prioritize sensory information on a trial-by-trial basis. The task was designed 
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to resemble the classic selective attention paradigms typically used in human and non-

human primate studies (Ciaramitaro et al., 2001; Cohen and Maunsell, 2009; Mehta et al., 

2000a; Posner et al., 1980). Furthermore, the use of head-fixed mice, the balanced task 

design (balanced in stimuli and motor output), and the monitoring of the pupil allowed 

me to for control for non-specific cognitive contributions to behavior across trial types. 

Mice that were worse at detecting invalidly cued targets were considered to have 

learned the modality-cue association, and thus exhibit cross-modal attention. 

5.1.1 Perceptual effects of cross-modal attention 

The majority of mice tested in the study demonstrated a perceptual effect of 

attention for visual and auditory stimuli. Mice were considered to have an effect of 

attention if they were worse at detecting invalidly cued targets compared to difficulty-

matched validly cued targets, despite receiving the same amount of reward for detecting 

either. Four out of five of these mice performed worse on invalidly-cued targets of both 

modalities and the fifth mouse at least showed a trend on visual trials, though it only 

showed a significant difference in hit-rate across valid and invalid auditory trials. This 

demonstrates that these mice in fact were able to use the cue to prioritize sensory 

information from one modality over the other. Other studies sometimes consider 

sensory selection tasks to be studies of attention (Ahrens et al., 2014; Schmitt et al., 2017), 

in which mice are not rewarded for detecting targets of an un-cued modality. Sensory 

selection paradigms do not control for the animal’s perception of a stimulus. Namely, if 
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a mouse does not respond to an invalid target in a sensory selection paradigm it is 

unclear whether they are suppressing their response to it, despite perceiving it in the 

same way as when it is validly cued. Conversely, in a sensory prioritization task, such as 

ours, the animal is not incentivized to suppress responses to any target and therefore I 

believe changes in the hit-rate are due solely to changes in perception of the target across 

attentional states. Two of the mice in my study were initially trained by not rewarding 

responses to invalidly cued targets. I then tested their prioritization of targets by training 

them for several weeks with rewarded invalid targets. These mice performed similarly 

before and after the reward switch (data not shown), suggesting they were in fact 

prioritizing sensory information.  

Behavioral studies of attention often report improvements in reaction time in 

addition to improvements in hit-rate (Prinzmetal et al., 2005). Surprisingly, in our task, 

mice that exhibited an effect of attention did not have any difference in reaction time 

across valid and invalid targets for either modality. This may be due in part to the 

difference in observed reaction times across visual and auditory targets. Responses to 

auditory targets of any modality were always faster than responses to visual targets. 

Furthermore, there was a difference in false alarm rate across visual and auditory trials 

as well. Thus, the reaction times could reflect a complex relationship between true false 

alarm responses (in which the mouse thought it saw a validly-cued target) and 

responses to invalidly cued targets that was not captured by our analysis.  
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It was unclear why some mice learned the cue-association and others did not. 

Despite having similar training regimes, there was inevitably a lot of variability in the 

training history from one animal to the next. Future work and analysis may reveal the 

key factors to learning to prioritize sensory information. 

5.1.2 Control of non-attentional changes in behavioral state 

Several studies have shown that changes in arousal and motivational state can 

have profound effects on behavior and neuronal activity in sensory cortex (Burgess et 

al., 2016; McGinley et al., 2015; Vinck et al., 2015). The cross-modal task structure and 

analysis of pupil dynamics ruled out the contribution of non-specific cognitive 

contributions to the attentional effect on behavior. First, I controlled for motivational 

state within training sessions and between trial types by only analyzing consecutive 

trials where the mouse had very low lapse rates on the easiest trials. For the included 

data, lapse rates were not different between visual and auditory trials suggesting that 

task engagement did not differ across attentional states. Several studies have also 

demonstrated that pupil size is correlated with task performance and level of arousal 

(McGinley et al., 2015; Vinck et al., 2015). Pupil dynamics did not differ between visual 

and auditory trials, further demonstrating the consistence of behavioral state across trial 

types.  
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5.2 Attentional modulation of V1 neurons is cell-type specific 

I demonstrated for the first time that mouse V1 neurons are modulated by cross-

modal attention. I used two-photon imaging to record activity of layer 2/3 V1 neurons as 

mice performed the cross-modal task from Chapter 2. I focused my analysis on the 

anticipation phase of each trial – when sensory stimulation is symmetrical, but attention 

is divergent as the mouse anticipates a visual or auditory target. Consistent with 

previous studies, we find that attention towards the visual stimulus increases the 

average response across V1 neurons (Ciaramitaro et al., 2001; Hembrook-Short et al., 

2017; Maunsell, 2015; McAdams and Maunsell, 1999a; Mehta et al., 2000a; Moore and 

Zirnsak, 2017). However, by examining the effect of attention on individual neurons 

within the population, I revealed that the direction and nature of attentional modulation 

is diverse and functional cell-type specific.  

5.2.1 Functional specificity of attentional modulation 

The observed orientation tuning specificity of attention supports a model 

whereby attention selectively modulates the activity of informative cells (Hembrook-

Short et al., 2017; Verghese et al., 2012). Despite a moderate increase in the pooled 

responses of V1 neurons due to visual attention, there was a plenty of diversity in the 

direction modulation of individual neurons. Neurons that were tuned for task stimuli 

tended to be more strongly driven on visual trials. Since we could not explore the full 

tuning curve of neurons across attention conditions, we cannot directly test whether the 
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observed increase in visual responses on visual trials is due to a gain change, as has been 

seen in other visual attention paradigms (Lee and Maunsell, 2010; McAdams and 

Maunsell, 1999b). However, while task-tuned neurons were more likely to increase their 

activity with attention, many neurons actually decreased their activity with attention. 

Further, differences in attentional modulation as a function of orientation preference 

were due to differences in the number of modulated neurons, not the magnitude of 

modulation as would be expected from a gain change.  

The tuning-specific modulation of V1 neurons is most likely to be due to 

feedback onto V1 neurons and not inherited from relatively untuned LGN neurons.  

Strong modulation of the feedforward LGN to V1 pathway has been seen in a cross-

modal sensory selection task (Nakajima et al., 2019; Wimmer et al., 2015). However, the 

activity of V1 and other areas modulated by attention may be specific to task-design. In 

my task the mice must use orientation information to perform the visual task, as 

opposed to detecting the location of a light as in the selection task. This important visual 

feature is not strongly encoded in the feedforward thalamo-cortical pathway. 

5.2.2 Attentional modulation of inhibition 

SOM+ neurons also exhibited an increase in responsiveness with visual attention, 

but the time-course of attentional modulation was divergent from that seen in the 

unlabeled population, the majority of which are most likely not interneurons. On 

average, SOM+ neurons had a greater response on visual trials late in the anticipation 
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phase. However, they did not show an average increase in their visually-driven 

responses for late stimuli. This suggest that attention acts on SOM+ neurons on a time-

course that is not tightly aligned to the visual stimulus. On the other hand, the negative 

average selectivity of SOM+ neurons from naïve mice suggests that attention may in fact 

compete with a sensory effect of the tone that acts in the opposite direction.  

5.2.3 Task engagement influences V1 neuron activity 

Differences between the pattern of activity in the behaving versus the naïve 

conditions suggest a dramatic reorganization of the visual stimulus response between 

passive and goal-directed states. First, in the naïve conditions, the brief tone at the start 

of the auditory trial was enough to modulate V1 neuron activity late in the trial. Because 

I did not image the same neurons in both a behaving and passive conditions, I cannot 

determine if this sensory signal is still present in mice that have learned the cross-modal 

task. There are direct projections from auditory cortex to V1 that could account for this 

signal (Charbonneau et al., 2012). Thus, it is possible that this sensory signal is actually 

competing with some of the attentional signal in V1.  

Second, in the behaving mice, many neurons were strongly driven during the 

anticipation phase, though many were suppressed over the course of the trial. In the 

naïve mice, there were almost no suppressed neurons in both the unlabeled and SOM+ 

cohorts. Both pyramidal and SOM+ cortical neurons have been shown to change their 

responses to stimuli between passive and active behavioral states (Attinger et al., 2017; 
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Kuchibhotla et al., 2016; Pho et al., 2018). Future work ought to be able to determine 

whether the changes in V1 neuron activity between naïve and behaving conditions are 

due to learning that occurred during repeated training sessions or modulation of V1 

activity due to task-engagement. 

5.3 Attention modulates read-out of visual information rather 
than representation of it 

The more common interpretation of the attentional modulation of visual cortex is 

that it improves the encoding of visual information (Ruff et al., 2018). I found evidence 

that attention may modulate read-out of visual cortical activity, rather than the 

representation of visual information.  An optimal linear model of V1 population activity 

was sufficient to decode both the task stimulus and the mouse’s choice on both visual 

and auditory trials. The code for both the stimulus and choice models were each 

separable across visual and auditory trials, suggesting that task-relevant information in 

V1 neurons is reorganized as attention is directed toward or away from vision on a trial-

by-trial basis. Our results are consistent with a handful of other studies that observe a 

similar separability of the cognitive requirements of a task within a population of visual 

cortical neurons (Nienborg and Cumming, 2009; Pooresmaeili et al., 2010; Ruff and 

Cohen, 2019). 

5.3.1 Attentional modulation of V1 read-out 

The difference in decoding of V1 population activity across task modalities 

provides additional evidence that neurons are specifically modulated across attention 
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conditions. Consistent with other studies of the relationship between neuronal activity 

and behavior (Choe et al., 2014; Nienborg et al., 2012; Ruff and Cohen, 2019; Yang et al., 

2015), we find that the activity of V1 neurons is tightly linked to both the sensory 

stimulus and the mouse’s choice. However, while the weights for stimulus and choice 

within a modality are highly correlated, the weights across modality are nearly 

uncorrelated. The lack of correlation across stimulus weights makes sense, as the 

sensory stimuli differ across conditions; however, the lack of correlation across choice 

weights suggests that read-out of V1 activity is changing with attention from trial-to-

trial. Indeed, while V1 neurons are equally good at encoding visual stimuli across 

attention states, they are less good at representing visual choices in the unattended 

condition. Similar effects of attention on the read-out of visual cortical activity have been 

suggested to occur in humans and non-human primates (Gregoriou et al., 2009; Pestilli 

et al., 2011), potentially mediated by changes in functional connectivity within(Cohen 

and Newsome, 2008; Hembrook-Short et al., 2019; Ruff and Cohen, 2014) and between 

cortical areas (Lakatos et al., 2009; Ruff and Cohen, 2016).  

The reliable changes read-out with attentional state that suggest that modest 

changes in individual neuron activity can have larger effects on behavior when the 

entire population is considered. There are a number of functional mechanisms that 

could explain the observed changes in read-out across attentional states. One possibility 

is that the attention-dependent changes in V1 activity might alter the feed-forward 
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functional connectivity between V1 and the downstream decoder, thereby engaging 

separable populations of neurons in the decision (Ruff and Cohen, 2018). Alternatively, 

cross-modal attention may involve switching between two decoders that each monitor 

unique populations of V1 neurons. Finally, the observed choice-related activity in V1 

may be due to changes in feedback into V1 (Bondy et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2015). 

Importantly, all of these mechanisms support a model whereby attention alters the 

activity of specific populations of V1 neurons to enhance the read-out rather than 

representation of V1 activity. 

5.3.2 A code for audition in V1 

We found a strong representation of auditory stimuli and choices in V1. There is 

a robust projection from primary auditory cortex to V1 (Charbonneau et al., 2012), and 

auditory stimuli can modulate visual responses in V1 (Ibrahim et al., 2016; Iurilli et al., 

2012; McClure and Polack, 2019). However, our finding that auditory stimuli could only 

be predicted from V1 in behaving animals has also been reported in humans (Cate et al., 

2009; Matusz et al., 2016), making it unlikely that the presence of auditory signals in V1 

could be explained by passive sensory transmission. Instead, representation of auditory 

stimuli in V1 may reflect the presence of auditory choice signals since these are closely 

related and highly correlated. This is also consistent with the observation that choice-

related activity is broadly distributed across the brain (Katz et al., 2016; Pitkow et al., 

2015; Runyan et al., 2017). Even so, it is surprising that despite the pervasive 
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representation of choice, visual and auditory choices do not share the same neuronal 

code. We argue that this separable representation of choice across attentional states 

reflects differences in the read-out of visual cortical activity. Our data comparing validly 

and invalidly-cued choices further argue that attention biases downstream areas toward 

monitoring the most informative V1 neurons.  

5.4 General discussion and future directions 

5.4.1 Applications of a cross-modal attention task for mice 

This novel cross-modal attention task for mice will open up new possibilities for 

studying the neuronal basis of goal-directed attention at a more mechanistic level. 

Although this task takes many months to train, with a far from perfect success rate, it 

may be ideally suited for high-yield, population-level neural recordings. Head-posted 

behavioral tasks for mice are ideal for large population-level recordings in which the 

brain and sensory stimulation need to be stable throughout an experimental session. 

Furthermore, the trial-over-trial design of this task (as opposed to block-wise direction 

of attention) is on par with the time-scale that attention needs to be deployed in the wild.  

There are several open questions that my results directly bring to light and the 

mouse cross-modal attention task will be useful for answering them in future studies. I 

demonstrated that SOM+ neurons, a particular type of inhibitory interneuron, are 

modulated by attention in the cross-modal task, but more work needs to be done to 

determine how they contribute to the animals’ behavior. Furthermore, several other 
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major classes of interneuron can be labelled with a similar genetic approach. In fact, 

putative PV+ neurons are differentially modulated by attention compared to other visual 

cortical neurons in primates (Mitchell et al., 2007; Snyder et al., 2016). In mice, genetic 

labelling strategies can be combined with methods to manipulate neuronal activity in a 

reversible, cell-type specific way (e.g. optogenetics).  

Given the richness of the neural code in visual cortex and the variety of stimuli in 

the natural world, it is unlikely that genetically-defined cell types will give a full picture 

of what visual cortex is doing during behavior. In fact, my results suggest that at least 

some of the variability in attentional modulation across neurons is due to their tuning 

properties. Exciting new methods to identify and manipulate functionally-defined cell 

types offer a chance to probe the contribution of neurons to behavior more specifically 

(Carrillo-Reid et al., 2019; Chettih and Harvey, 2019; Marshel et al., 2019; Mitani et al., 

2018). These types of interventions will be key for identifying how specific neurons 

contribute to the representation of a stimulus or the decision making of the animal. 

Finally, using an optimal linear decoder I was able to decode stimulus and choice 

information from populations of neural activity with high accuracy. Further analysis of 

this model led to my conclusion that attention modulates the read-out, rather than the 

representation of visual information. However, this simple decoder likely does not 

capture all of the complex dynamics of the visual stimulus response during behavior. 

Future computational methods that can account for non-linear relationships in the 
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activity may more precisely reveal how visual cortical activity is used for behavior 

across attentional states. 

5.4.2 Potential mechanisms for attentional modulation of V1 

My results cannot directly test which of the three hypothesized read-out 

mechanisms is modulated by attention (Figure 3c-e). However, the hypothesis that 

attention changes the population representation of the visual stimulus to better fit with 

the attended decoder (Figure 3e) is an intriguing one, as it has the possibility to link the 

cell-type specific changes with changes in read-out. It is possible, even likely, that the 

representation is changing between attentional states, given the observation that task-

relevant neurons change their activity. Importantly, it is possible to change the 

representation of a stimulus without changing how well it can be read-out, if the 

decoder of that information is also changing. By simultaneously recording from a 

representation visual region and a decoding visual region, Ruff and Cohen recently 

demonstrated that this type of reorganization occurs in a spatial attention task (Ruff and 

Cohen, 2019). Future work using a similar approach will reveal how attention changes 

the read-out during cross-modal attention. 

It is likely that the attentional modulation of individual V1 neurons that we 

observe is due to top-down input from one of the many feedback sources that target the 

area.  Attentional modulation that I observed was functional cell-type specific: there was 

a bias for stronger modulation of task-orientation tuned neurons and the weighting of 
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neurons for decision making changed between trial types. Therefore, the action of the 

“modulator” is likely to also be functionally specific. Feedback from higher cortical 

regions into V1 has been shown to be functionally specific, where neurons from a higher 

visual area have a tendency to synapse onto V1 neurons with similar functional 

properties (Marques et al., 2018). Furthermore, PFC neurons represent specific attended 

features and are shown to be necessary for the deployment of visual feature attention in 

visual cortex (Bichot et al., 2015). In fact, in mice, activation of direct PFC to V1 

projections improves visual discrimination and directly modulates inhibitory 

interneurons (Zhang et al., 2014). Given my and others’ observation that attention 

increases the activity of interneurons, it is likely that top-down inputs to V1 tune its 

output through an inhibitory mechanism (Mitchell et al., 2007; Snyder et al., 2016). 

5.4.3 Concluding remarks 

Here, I have developed a task to probe the neuronal correlates of attention in 

mouse V1. We find that, in addition to altering the magnitude of visually-driven 

responses of V1 neurons, attention alters how populations of neurons in the visual 

cortex support behavior from trial-to-trial. This suggests that attention acts by changing 

the population of V1 neurons being read-out by downstream areas. In a way, this 

departs from the traditional view of sensory systems – as feedforward communicators of 

sensory, not behavioral, information. Recent efforts to link processing in the sensory 

system to perception and behavior have begun to appreciate the importance of non-
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sensory signals in sensory cortex for decision making (Panzeri et al., 2017; Ruff et al., 

2018).  The ability to simultaneously record large populations of neurons and precisely 

manipulate their activity has brought rodent models of complex cognitive behaviors to 

the forefront of this line of research (Carandini and Churchland, 2013). I have shown 

that V1 population activity contains subspaces that the mouse can flexibly use to make 

decisions across attentional states. Future work will be able to determine how V1 

influences the population activity in downstream visual and cognitive brain regions as 

well as dissect the circuit mechanisms that underly the attentional modulation.  
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